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Gala Events Begin Tonight

he
arthenon
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
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Parade, Game, Dances
To Highlight Weekend
B~t!f~~~~::N

As 1964 H omecoming begins, a;umni, students, and friends are
set to "Rally Around Marshall" for the 39th annual observance.
A snake dance, bonfire, pep rally, free mix, the big plrade,
the alumni "food-fest," fraternity and sorority alumni teas and bufVol. 64
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1964
No. 18 !et dinners, the big game with Louisville, and two dances are plan================================== = ================l ned to make this year's celebration '\he biggest and best ever."
(See Homecoming schedule of
activities, page 7).
The dance will proceed up
Nineteen organizations h ave F ifth Avenue to 18th Street, past
built house decorations, floats, H odges H all, by the w omen 's
and welcome signs around the dorms, and onto the field. Stucentral theme, "Rally Around dentts living on Sixth A venue
Marshall." Some of the slogan s are asked to join the snake a t
are, "MU Rams the d oor in '64," Elm Street.
"RAIM Deals the Cardinals a
The cheerleaders hope to beDead Man's H and," "Ram Is in gin a tradition by making- the
Town to H elp P ut Louisville freshman class responsible for
Down," "Marshall R ams Ca rd- building the bonfire. As is tradiinals," "Ram and Send the Card- tional "Swede" Gullickson will
inals' F eathers Flying," "Who attend the rally. President Smith,
K illed the Cocky Cardinal," and Coach Snyder and the team, and
"Cardinals Rally Around Mar- the band will also be there.
sh all, as Birds Bow."
F ollow ing the rally there w ill
All working parts of the house be a free mix in the student
decorations and signs will be in u nion . T he Chuck Mandt trio, a
operation from 7 to 9 p.m. to- local contemporary - jazz group
night, 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to w ill play. F loat building parties
6 p.m. tomorrow.
w ill be held after the rally by the
Prizes for the decoration com - followin g fra ternities; Lambda
petition will be presen ted by the Chi Alpha, Sigm a Phi Epsilon,
queens at the Field H ouse d ance Zeta Beta Tau, and K appa Altomorrow nigh t. F loats and house phl.
decorations wil be judged on the
.n.t 8:30 p .m . there will be a
basis of the theme, originality, reception for alumni and friends
construction, and entertainment. at the Hotel Frederick .
Welcome signs will be judged for
Tomorrow's ac ivities will be•
their message-actual theme ancl g1n at noon with the annual paoriginality-and the method of rade through down town Huntp resentation, and construction.
ington. After a year's absence,
The Robe, men's leadership floats will again api,,ear in the
honorary, will sponsor a pep parade. The antique cars used
rally tonight at 7 p.m. on the in- 1ast year were found to be an
tramu ral field to m ark the of- unsatisfactory substitute for the
ficial beginning of Homecoming ,raditional floats.
Week end.
The ROTC batallion of 269 caBeginni ng at 6:30 p.m. the dets will lead the parade, and
cheerleaders will lead a snake the Big G reen band wi!l bring
dance from the Pi K appa Ji lpha up the rear. The official rou te i3
fraternity house on 14th S treet down Fourth Avenue frc m 13 h
and F ifth Avenue to the intra- to Eighth S treets. The floats and
mural field .
(Con tinued o, P" r e J 1 '

======================= = ============= ======

Index To Homecoming Edition
Two Happy Queens--Past And Present
TWO HAPPY queens, )MlSt
gives her Alpha Xi Delta
year's Homecoming qu
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and Bluefield sen·
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here a crowd of st
announced. (0th

Miss Mar
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mplete schedule
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ampus scenes from an earlier

dent

overnment during
... 8 (supplement).
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Thrilling Moments For Miss Marshall

THE NEW queen excitedly talks to her mother, Mrs. J. W.
Rutherford of Huntington, shortly after she had heard the news
fhat she had won the election. Sandy's mother somehow heard
the good news before Sandy did and quickly phoned her daughter on campus.

MRS. BERNDENA Sizemore, the housemother of the Alpha Xi
Delta social sorority, congratulates the new Miss Marshall of
1964, Sandra Rutherford, Huntington senior. Many of Sandy's
sorority sisters surround the couple with the election edition of
The Parthenon.

(Continued from Page 1)
From that moment on everything changed. She was now an
elected queen-to-be.
Sandra, like Miss Marshall of
1963, Peggy Tucker, a senior
from Bluefield, is a member of
Alpha Xi Delta social sorority.
She is a senior, and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Rutherford of Huntington.
A 1961 graduate of Huntington High School, she will graduate from Marshall next June
with an A.B. degree. She i3
majoring in kindergarten-primary education in Te ache rs
College.
When the inevitable question of how she ·f elt to be Miss
Marshall was asked of Sandy,
she gave this answer:
"I can't even tell you," she
said. "I am thrilled and shocked, and I am shocked because I
was almost certain that I didn't
win. Ever s ince the election I
had heard nothing but rumors,
and none of them were heartening."
Peggy Tucker said much the
same thing following the announcement of the election results last year.
Sandra will officially receive
the University's recognition to
the throne of Miss Marshall at
tne footlball game tomorrow
afternoon at Fairfield Stadium.
The coronation of the new
Miss Marshall will take place
during the half-time ceremonies. Peggy Tucker will place
the crown on Sandy's head, and
at that exact rn'o ment Sandy's
year-long reign will begin.
In the wild moments immediately proceeding the announcement of the new9, Sandy was
unsure ·as to what attire she
would wear in Saturday's big
parade and game.
But within a couple of hours
she had made her decision .
Tomorrow she will be wearing a nubbed wool beige suit
with l ong black leather gloves.
At the Homecoming dance tomorrow night in M e mo r i a 1
Field House, Sandy will wear a
white satin gown with a scooped neckline and a pale white
satin cumberbund.

SANDRA RUTHERFORD finds it hard to hold back the tears
when she learns that she has been chosen "Miss Marshall 1964"
by the student body. The announcement was made Wednesday
at noon through The Parthenon. (Photos by Joseph Shields, Parthenon photographer.)

A KISS for the newly-elected Homecoming queen is given by
Jim Wellman, Huntington senior and Sandy's proud lb.nee in the
foyer of the Alpha Xi Delta house. Sandv had learned only moments before that she had been chosen as Marshall's Homecoming queen.

T·he Parthenon
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER

SINCE A QUEEN must always look her best, Sandra Rutherford, Miss Marshall of 1964, hurriedly checks her appearance in the foyer of the Alph a Xi Delta house shortly after she teamed that
she had been elected this year's Homecoming queen. Several long-stemmed red roses, accompanied
by a congratulatory note, are on the table.
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Theater Will Mark 39th
Season With 'Happy Time'

Band Is Ready
For Half-Time
Performances
By DANNY WATTS
The Big Green band will feature a homecoming hootenanny
for the half-time activities tomorrow afternoon. In addition to the
hootenanny and participating in
the Homecoming parade, the
band also will play appropriate
selections as the Homecoming
Queen is introduced and crowned, Band Director Howard L.
Bell said.
The hootenanny will be directed to the grads of another
era with such songs as "Shine
on Harvest Moon," "Down by the
Old Mill Stream," and "West Virginia Hills."
A novel innovation wiJ.l insure
that neither side of the stadium
will be neglected as the band
goes through its half-time paces.
The band will first face the
press box side and play "Shine
on Harvest Moon." All spectators
on that side of the field will be
invited to sing while the band
forms a harvest moon on t h e
field. The band will then face the
student and faculty side of the
stadium and play "Down by the
Old Mill Stream," and invite the
spectators on that side to sing.
During this song, the band will
form an old mill, highlighted by
a revolving red-spoked wheel.
Half the band then will face
the opposite side of the stadium
and will be led by Prof. Thomas
O'Connell while the remainder
will continue to be led by Professor Bell. Everyone will be invited to sing "West Virginia
Hills." T,h e band members will
sing one chorus of this song in
four-part harmony.

PROF. BOWARD BELL
. . . Band Director

By MARGARET JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
The University Theatre will
mark its 39th season Nov. 11-14
when it presents "The Happy
Time," a three-act comedy written by Robert Fon~aine and
adapted for production by Samuel Taylor.
The theatre was started in 1925
under the direction of the late E.
Turner Stump, whose first production was "The Mennonite
Mind." He also originated the
national honorary dramatics fra-

Numerous State Dignit~ries

To Be Guests Of Dr. Smith
President Stewart H. Smith has extended Homecoming invitations to dignitaries throughout fhe state. The following guests
have accepted their invitations ::s of Oct. 19.
Mem::ers of the Board of i..·ublic Works: Honorable and Mrs.
John H. Kelly (state tre::surer), and Honorable and Mrs. Denzil
L. Gainer (state auditor).
Member of the West Virginia Board of Education: Mrs.
Anagene P. Bartram, Kenova.
State Senate: Sen. and Mrs. Lloyd G. Jackson, Hamlin; Sen.
and Mrs. C. H. McKown, Wayne, and Sen. and Mrs. Jack L.
Miller, Parkersburg.
Also Sen. and Mrs. L"le A. Smith, Huntington; and Sen.
and Mrs. Ward Wylie, Mullens.
Members of the Bouse of Delegates: Mr. and Mrs. Tennyson J. Bias, Huntington; Mr. and Mrs. Mike Casey, Huntington;
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly L. Castleberry, South Charleston; and Dr. J;
Bernard Poindexter.
Other guests are: Mr. and Mrs. David A. Foard. Jr. president
of the Alumni Association; Mr. Lake Polan Jr., president of the
Marshall Foundation; Mr. and · Mrs. J. B. Meek, Huntington vice
mayor; and Col. and Mrs. Patrick Morgan, parade .fuarshal.

ll.~.4f.

ternity, AJ.pha Xi Omega, which
now has more than 700 chapters
in the nation.
In l .l31, G. Harry Wright took
over direction for five years, directing such classics as "The
Tempest" in 1932, and "Death
Takes a Holiday" in 1934.
Buell Whitehill succeeded Mr.
White in 1936, the most notable
of. his productions being "The
Journey's End." In 1938, L. E.
Tucker directed "Night iMust
Fall;" in 1942 and in 1943, Sanford Wheeler directed "Arsenic
and Old Lace." ·
Prof. Clayton Page, present director, joined the staff in 1946
with "George Washington Slept
Here" as his first presentation.
Professor Page begins this season whh many of the same pro.J1ems he encountered when he
~tarted here 18 years ago, the
mcljor one being a lack of adequ·... te space in which to rehearse
-.,d t0 produce :f oe plays. Former
plays have been held in the Student Union, ·the basement of the
cafeteria, and in Old Main.
Another p r o b 1 em Professor
Page mentioned is that members
of the cast must rehearse three
hours a night, five nights a wee~,
for six weeks. "It is often difficult for students in the play to
meet these rigid demands a n d
keep up with their classes and
extra - curricular activities," he
sa'id.
He feels that in spite of the
rigorous demands of the acting
profession, those students w ho
participate derive valuable training in poise and self-confidence.

"By participating in University
Theatre, the student gets the advantage of laboratory drills in
voice and bodi,ly action techniques through a concentrated
period of rehearsals."
Professor Page has directed
.such hits as "Blithe Spirit," by
Noel .Coward, "Pygmalion," by
George Bernard Shaw, "Summer
and Smoke," by Tennessee Williams, and "The Visit," by Friedrich Duerrenmett.
The theatre is an extra-eurricular acHvity and is supported
by student activity fees. Regularly enrolled students may attend all plays free of charge upon
presenta,.ion of Student Activity
Cards. Any student is eligible to
audition for plays and no previous acting experience is required.
The up-coming play "The
Happy Time," will be presented
Arena Sty,le in the basement of
the cafeteria on four consecutive
nights. Since there is a limited
seating capacity in the cafeteria,
all of the approximately 180 seats
will be reserved in advance.
Students in the cast are Ronnie
Roberts, Fort Gay junior; Lynn
Slavin, Huntington junior; John
Burke, Huntington senior; Stanley Witofsky, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
junior; John Wheeler, Huntington senior; Kathy Hatfield, junior, and Susan -Moritis, senior,
both of Barboursville; Llyanna
Lynch, sophomore, Mike Ferrell,
freshman, and Dan Shepherd,
sophomore, all of Huntington;
and Carlisle Bowling, Keystone
junior.

~\l·"'·
~

~m~barp's

Welcome Marshall Alumni Back To
Huntington!
Visit Amsbary's new and enlarged Jtore featuring the finest in . men and

boys clothing and accessories

. WELCOME TO

AMSBARY'S

Featuring:
I,,ondon Fog Rainwear

'1;1
(~

Kuppenheimer
Varsity-Town
Botany 500
Palm Beach
Lady Manhattan
Lady London Fog

Puritan Sportswear
Lakeland Outerwear
Jantzen Sweaters
Arrow Shirts

IR.A. M.

R.A.M.

Park-n-Shop Plan for your Convenience

GOOD LUCK BIG GREEN
and

Marshall University
Support Your Alumni Association

IN HUNTINGTON

ON TENTH

IN DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON ON TENTH.

Rally Around Marshall

I .
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Practice Required
To Win ·Medals,
Rifle Tutor Says
By TIM MASSEY
Sports Co-Editor
A rifle marksman is not born, he is made through many years
of practice.
"The real top shooters today have been shooting since they
were big enough to hold a rifle," says S/Sgt. James Baker, Mars~all University Rare rifle coach. "A shooter can't expect to beat
these old pros with only a year of competition. It just isn't done."
"West Virginia hasn't got any
programs for young shooters that Nov. 28, Eastern Kentucky,
shoulder-to-shoulder;
I know of and this is our big
problem here. The bigger schools Dec. 5, Walsh I n v i t a t i o n a 1,
shoulder-to-shoulder;
give scholarships to the top
youngsters from other a r e a s. Dec. 12, Prairie View A&M,
Postal;
Some of our shooters have never
Jan.
16, U. of Miaine (Frosh),
co mp et ed in NRA (National
Postal;
Rifleman Association) competiFeb. 6, U. of Massachusetts,
tion before coming here."
Postal;
Another handicap that MarFeb.
13, Knox College, Postal;
EIGHT OF THE TOP TEN shooters on the Marshall University
shapp shooters face ls that only
ROTC rifle team are pictured above followln1 a shoulder-toROTC members are eligible for Feb. 20, DePaul, Postal;
shoulder with the University of Kentucky. They are: (front
the team. Most schools that com- Feb. 27, Iowa State, Postal;
pete In matches have a regular Mar. 5, S.W. Missouri St., Postal; row, left to ri1ht) Jim Reese, Joe Dandols, Harry Whlfe (back
row) Dan Cremeans, Dave Richie, Cecil Lewis, Dick Benson, and
vanity rifle team In conjunction Mar. 13, Illinois St., Postal;
with the at h 1 et I c department, Mar. 20, NRA Regional, Morgan• Bill Cook. Other members of tile elite rroup are Tom Johnson
and Mike McCormick. The team ls coached by S/S,t. James
therefore havlq an advantage
town;" shoulder-to-s,houlder;
Baker.
In numbers.
·
Apr. -10, Clarkson Tech, Postal.
Considering the h a n d i c ·a p s, .
Marshall, in its second year of
competition, hasn't done badly.
Last year in the regionals, Marshall sh o o t er s placed sixth,
seventh and 11th in a 13-team
field. The team lost its only
match this season, dropping a
decision to the University of
Kentucky's varsity team by the
lopsided margin of 1,400 to l,:H0.
These scores are figures from a
possible 1,500 points.
·
Four members of the 1963-64
team back to bolster the new
group are Thomas Johnson, Cecil
Lewis, Felix Dandois, Dan Cremeans and Dana Maynard. Approximately 50 Rare members
tried out for the team, but Sgt.
Baker has cut this number to 25.
Only the top 10 s-hooters are on
the traveling squad.
Sgt. Baker also indicated that
a girl's team would be formed
this year and regular matches
would be set up. "I don't know
how well they will do yet, but
several girls tried out last year
and a couple of them were imAIMING IN--June Patton, Huntlnrton senior, rets set to fire from the prone positl~n as rifle
pressive," Baker said.
Out for the team are Bonnie coach S/Sgt. James Baker points out how It ls done to other hopeful members of the girl's team,
May, Nancy Melton, Anna Belle which ls beln1 formed this year. Miss Patton ls an old hand with the rifle and has fired in
Knott, B a r b a r a Elliott, Patty National Bifie Association matches. Other Jirls shown are (left to lr1ht) freshmen Susie Jones
Bryan, Marraret Chambers, Su- of Rupert, Mary Ann McCoy of Slstersvllle and Serena Wallace of Ashton.
san Jones, Phyllis Black, Betty
Kessler, Martha Waters, Mary
Ann McCoy, Serena W a 11 ace,
'"&all:, Are••• Manllall"
Barbara Kensley, Julie Wilson,
Becky » ....rs, Lee Arnold, Bar"Bally Around Marshall"
bara Bo11s and Marilyn March.
Men's team schedule:
"Rally Around Marshall"
Oct. 17, Northeast Louisiana,
Postal;
Oct. 31, St. Bonaventure, Post;ll;
"Rally Around Marshall"
Nov. 7, E. Tennessee St., Postal;
Nov. 14, Notre Dame, Postal;
Nov. 21, U. of Maine ROTC,
Postal;

FINAL WORD-Mike Ellis of
Huntington has the last word
on the scores shot by members of Marshall's team. Ellis
Is the official scorekeeper for
the men's team.

"Rally Around Marsha•"

CLASSIC MEETING SET ·
The Classical Association and
Eta Sigma Phi, classical honorary, will meet at 3 p.m. Monday
in Main 210. This meeting is the
third in a series of 11 discussions
of ancient Greek tragedies read
in translation. The play for discussion is "Antigone" by Sophocles. All those interested in
Greek drama and the classics are
invited to attend.
APARTMENT FOB RENT
The University has a garage
apartment with three rooms and
a bath for rent. If interested, see
Joseph S. Soto·, in the office of
business and finance, Room 102
Old Main.

"Rally Around Marshall"

"Rally ,Around Marshall"

JACK DIAL SPORTING 'GOODS
· Corner 4th Avenue and 16th Street
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Cards' Passer Main Threat

By TIM MASSEY
Sports Co-Editor
Marshall is in for quarterback
troubles again.
Plagued by top-flight signalcallers all season, the Big Green
will have to contain still another
one Saturday afternoon in Louisville's Tom LaFramboise.
The occasion for the clash will
be Marshall's 39th Homecoming
before an expected packed house
at Fairfield Stadium.
Still recuperating from the
ass.;.ults led by Morehead'3 Fred
Gottfried, Toledo's Dan Simrell
and Miami's incomparable Ernie
~ ~ellermann, the Big Green might
· be in for a long afternoon from
the bomb-tossing LaFramboise.
The Cardinal leader was last
year's third-leading passer in the
PAT WOODY
JIM CURE
nation, completing 104 of 204 aerials for 1,205 yards and nine] Spencer had a good night against them easily but they have about
touchdowns. One of his most ef. Tu_sa, indicated in the Cardinals' the same team they had last year
fective nights was against Mar- embarrassing 58-0 shelacking.
when they wore us out. This La- shall when he passed Louisville
Marshall Coach Charlie Sny- Framboise can throw and they're
to a 27-14, victory over the Big der, howt ver, isn't taking the a lot tougher } han their record
Green.
indicates. Their scores aren't inThe slender Frenchman from
Athletic Director Ne a I dicative of what they can do," he
Detroit is at it again this year "Whitey" Wilson expects one of warned.
although Louisville is just 1-4 on the largest crowds in Marshall's
"We're banged up and- we'll
the season. Against Western Homecoming history Saturday have to go all out to beat them,"
Michigan, LaFramboise complet- afternoon for the Big Green- he added. Snyder indicated Paul
. ed a school record 28 of 45 passes Louisville contest.
Turman and Alex Sansosti were
for 332 yards. However, his team · "We still have some tickets left questionable dressers and tackle
still dropped a 10-7 decision to n.)w," Wilson said Wednesday, Fred Anderson would be out for
the Mid-American combine.
"but there won't be many left by the season: Pat Woody, a 215His favorite target is Clarence Friday."
pound defensive specialist will
Spencer, a 6-4 glue-fingered end.
Wilson estimated that about take Anderson's position on ofSpencer snagged 11 of LaFram- 11,000 fans would pack Fairfield. fense. "We might alternate (Ron)
boise's heaves against Western "This is the fastest tickets have Minard and (Don) Dixon to give
Michigan and had caught 20 gone since I've been here," he Woody a rest," Snyder said. .........
passes for 196 yards and two said.
The Big Green displayed one
touchdowns going into last S a t - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + of its best offensive performances
urday's game with Tulsa.
Cardinals 1 i g h t l y. "Everyone of the S(;!ason last Saturday in
Neither LaFramboise nor seems to think we should beat whipping Kentucky State 27-6,

bringing their record to 3-2 for
the season. "Louisville was worried about their record last y ear
about this time, but they still
beat us. They play a rougher
schedule and I believe they could
beat anyone we have beaten. All
the reports I have had on them
indicate· that they are as strong
as last ·year," Snyder said.
Although the Cardinals are
basically a passing team, their
running game is nearly as effective. Fullback Ron Hall is the
leading rusher on the team, gaining 154 yards in 44 carries. Halfback Al MacFarlane has gained
85 yards in' 35 tries and has
scored two of the Cardinals' four
touchdowns.
Louisville's only victory was a
21-7 decision over Dayton. Besides losing to Western Michigan
and Tulsa, the Cards have
dropped games to S-outhern Illi-

nois, 7-6, and North Texas State,
22-0.
"They were out of their leagµe
against Tulsa," Snyder indicated.
"Tulsa gave Arkansas a rough
game before losing 31-22 and Arkansas be<!t Texas 1 as t week." ·
Tudsa is the leading offensive
te'am in the nat ion and its quarterback, Jerry Rhome, is among
the top passers in the college
ranks. Rhome fired five touchdown strikes against the Cardinals and was named the Backof-the-Week for his. performance.
Marshall is the only MAC team
in non-conference comp'etition
this weekend. Kent State will
have its stiffest test so far when
it travels to Bowling Green.
Miami, ullibeaten in three ·league
contests, faces rugged Ohio University. Toledo, searching for its
first MAC win, travels to Western Michigan.

1-----------------1

LOOK WHO WOil

JACK MAHONE

BAL MILLER

Running A Close Second Were:
Lucian Sammons
Gordon Willey
Barbara Russell
Dina Stone
· Robert Snyder
Jeff Brown
Patsy Stockley
Alta Eblin
Phil Farthing
Paul Embry
Mike Herriman
John D. Layne
Jim Holswade
Ray Henderson
Marsha Kimmell
Blair M. Holden
Priscma Cox
Carolyn Fleming
Gary Ashworth
Spike Barnett
Jerry Baumgardner
Mike Bergin
Richard Lee Wilson
Judy Bowen
Jan Lawney
Brenda Burk

Larry Schuler
Joe Walker
Paul W. Weigle
Tom Wilcox
Thomas A. Russell
Paul P. Sisson
Glen Ferguson
Nadine Williams
Pat Woody
Tom Harris
Jim Hess
Betty Dolen
Addison Dobbs
Vicki Dobbs
Danny Curry
Nancy Jenson
Dick Cooper
Bob Barbour
Betty Ann Baylous
Nancy Blankenship
B. B. Berry
Dick Bolan
Al McCuskey
Greg Brammer .
Dee Bunch
James R. Bunn

Dave Sherrill
Steve Thabet
Jack Walton
Joan M. Fleckenstein
Becky Fesenmeier
Ardath Ferrell
Tom Wilkinson
Joe Feaganes
. Jeanne Kinner
' Doyt Egnor
Gary Hayden
Penelope Douglas
John Howard
Robert E. Klein
Thomas Kolterjohn
William V. Jackson
Thomas Johnson
Sonny Lemons
Carol Ann Kailing
Larry Kelley
Marc Kramer
Prof. Blumberg
·Anne ·B .. McCoy .
David Boyer
Chris Brown
Doug McElfresh ·

Kit Carson, of Ralsten Ltd., is presenting bofh Mrs. Jean Dickey, Marshall Alumna, and wife of student Bill Dickey, and Walter Treanor with their
prizes - a pair of Johns~on-Murphy "Sc~tch Grained". loafers.

Also Running A Close Second Were:
Connie Burgess
Doug Burgess
Steve Car
Vicki Massey
Theron Morgan
Steven S. Nelson
Anne M. Nelson
Charles Nelson Pace
Sam FHnson
Kathie A. Wills
Craig ·woberton
Jim Raymond
Vernon Wright
Ed Good
Sheila Shanklin
Claud Sansom
Max Stull
J. Coleman

Bobby S tarcher
Joe McVay
Jere Clancy
Roy Clark
Jack Mahone
John Shea
Linda Newell
Hank Somerville
Sam Perkey
Linda Powers
Hobert R. Raikes
Charles R. Yonker
Kitty Roberts
Robert Reynolds
Joyce Abraham
Bucky Brackman
J. D. Scott
George Bullock,

WELCOME ALUMNI

• • •
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Vertebra Injury Ends
Season for Anderson

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1964

,,.!Miller, Cure, Mahone
Shooting For Records

The sky is the limit for Big ord 1,654.
lodged in his left jaw, agreed
Green quarterback, Howie Lee
grimly that this was a real tough
If and when Miller passes these
Miller and he still has the re- few remaining marks he doesn't
break and that he felt he was just
mainder of this season and an- already bold, it will Just be a
returning to his best form after
other year to reach his peak.
having missed last year's comquestion of bow far ahead of
The 5-11, 170-pound junior has everyone else he can go.
petition.
;--;
already eclipsed two Marshall
Fred was injure:i on an on-side
Miller won't be by himself in
career records and holds the the record-breaking possibilities
kick. He said he was making an
best single-season pass-comple- Saturday against Louisville. End
attempt to tackle the ball cartion average--a nifty .500 per Jim Cure and halfback Jack Marier when he was hit. He does
cent in 1963-and is close to a hone are closing in on all-time
not know what happened to him
couple more marks.
or how. He said he was not aware
Mars hall record s.
that he was hurt until he trie:i
Miller has completed more
Cure, Marshall's great All
Anderson's injury is "a com- to get up and walk ana was unpasses
than
anyone
in
Marshall
Mid-American
Conference pass
pression of the vertebra" accord- able to do so. The doctors, accordhis:orv, hitting on 101 attempts. catcher, holds the school mark
Inc to Ed Prelaz, Marshall's ing to Fred, were afraid that his
FRED ANDERSON
Bob Hamlin (1960-62) previously for total receptions with 99 and
trainer and it will cause the big neck had been broken. X-rays,
held the record with 99 comple- is closing in on the elite group
tackle to mi$S the remainder of however, later showed that a
tions. Miller h;;s also passed for who have caught 100 or more
this season.
vertabrae had been damaged in
1,449 yards, wh~ch surpasses the passes in a career. He has gained
Fred, restricted ·i n his response his back. The injury will keep
previous high of 1,306 held by 1,408 pass-receiving yards, and
to questions by the thermometer Fred confined to the hospital {or
can possibly catch the record
Bill Zban (1954-56).
two or three weeks and will nee1,610
yards gained by Jim SwierThere is little d oubt, at the
essitate his wearing a back b race
present rate, tha t the P oint Plea- czek (1951-53).
for three to four months. This
sant tosser w ill hold every career
Mahone, the nation's fourth
means th at Fred will not only
We'll be improved over last offensive record possible for MU. leading gr ound gainer in 1963, is
miss homecoming, but h e wm te
b t
h"
B . H '~ i· s J·ust one short of the rec- nearing s till another highlight in
out for the rest of the year .
year, u not muc , says
ig
Green basket b a 11 coach Ellis ord 216 passes att empt ed by his career. The Charleston speedThe injury is not only a tou gh Johnson.
Hamlin. H e has amassed 1.594 ster, who didn't even play high
Avid Marshall fans are a dime
break for F red personally; bu t is
"Lack of height will still be yard, in total offense (passing s,chool football, has compiled
a dozen today but it will be a a great loss to the t eam. Coach our big problem since we have and running), which is just 60 1,364 net yards in his two and a
long time before a Big Green
Charlie Snyder stated at the first about the same group of boys we yards short of Len H ellyer's rec- half years at Marshall. This total
rooter tops a sports writer on the of the sea3on that the success of had last season," he explained.
·
is just 20 yards shy of Hellyer's
1903 Parthenon staff.
team hinged heavily on his interB k f
th 1963 64
d
record of 1,384.
Exam~les of his stories were ior line, and especially on the reac
rom
e
squa
00 S
It is possible that Saturday
rd
6 17
th
dug up m a research of old school turn to form of his two big tackles
at compiled a reco
a;·e
could be a record-busting day at
papers and .a few excerpts on Bobb1'tt and Anderson. The loss s tarters Bruce Bel Cher, Tom
b
b 11
l t d b 1
Langfitt and Bill Francis.
Fairfield Stadium.
ase a are re a e
e ow:
of the 240 pound Anderson will
Belcher, a 6 •6 , 2lS-pounder
The bookstore is planning new - - - - - - - - - - - - - "On Decoration Day the team put a heavier load on the already from Wheelwright, Ky., is the ways o f taking care of the second
journeyed to Charleston and af- over-worked interior line. Ander- tallest returnee and his 12_2 serv:ester rus h to buy books. Alter several attempts on the part son, along with the 285 pound points a game last season was though the volume of sale~
- for
of the umpire to win the game Bo,l:fuitt were the only two men on the second average on the team. the second semester 1·s usually
for Charleston, the college team the quad with the weight to
Langfitt, the high_ s c O rin g abou t on e-ha lf that of the first
An IBM 1620 computer system
walked off with the game sewed ~atch tha tof some of_ the oppos- Washington, Pa. junior, paced the semester, plans are to sell books will be installed in the basement
~p in their bat bag. Great cre?it mg teams Marshall will face.
Green last year with an average in one other location as well as of Old Main for university use
18 due to Cha'"'.1bers for the vicThe response of the s tu d::? n t of 15_5 points a game.
m the bookstore.
sometime in December, according
tory as he pitched all arou nd body to Fred's bad break has been
F
· • h
d ·
This system was used this fa ll for to Dr. A . E. McCaskey, dean of
· h
d
•
K
ranc1s, w o teame with grahig ly a verbsed enna.
magnificent. According to Fred, duated Butch Clark in the back- the first time as tons of books the College of Applied Science.
We would SU11/l!'est to Charles- the hospital staff has been earn- court last season, averaged 12.2 were carried to the women's gym
Although the plan is incomton to ,ret a rule book for this -ing their pay since he has arrived. per game.
n a 16-foot tr ailer. The job took plete, a self-instruction FORT:vear and Jet the umnir~ read ft: He did not know how many visiOthers who saw action last sea- three full days, but students RAN course for faculty mmebers
~nd it milrht not be necessarv to tors had been to see him, but he son are Levi L auvray (6- 5, l85 ), agree that this self-service sys- will soon be underway. About
have mem'l-oers of the fP.<>m coach said there had been "a bunch of Coshocton, Ohio s en i O r, Walt tern was quicker and more con- eight to 12 hours will be requirhim. Merely a suc-,restion."
them." The hospital staff limits Smittle ( 6- 2, 165 ) Paden City venient. However , it is doubtful ed to complete the course.
Another good example is:
visitors to two or three at a time, senir. James Odum ( 6 _1, 170 ) , that the women's gym will be the
A second course in basic maand the lines that formed outside Huntington .i.unior, George Hicks second location next semester be- chine p rogramming for data pro"On Saturdav. Mav 31 , the hi3 r oom stretcned
c
·
· m
·
·
·
down the hall( 6 _4, 190 ), Charleston junior and cause it 1s
constant use d unng
cessing will be offered during
the
team was _scheduled to n 1::iv 8<1lt way practically all day Sund ay. Bill Treacy (6-0, i70), Huntin g- that time.
rr.onth of November. This class
Rocle- hut 1t seems that thev had Fred said the arrival of the maW ith the new syst em there are w 1·11 be for 1·nterested faculty and
h ea'!'d 0 f t h e w9nd erf u I re~ord jority of the foo tball team creat- ton senior.
ess sales errors and d ela·•s anJ staff members from such departof Marshall _College and decided ed m ore than a little stir. He also
Adding a little heft to the t eam equires fewer cler:<s. A cure for ments as Building and Grounds,
that discretion was . the better said he appreciated all the visi- will d·be Jerry
Kt atz,
r
.
f
d ta f 6-6, M200.
the,
problems that the bookstore Business
Administration, Business
art
of
valor.
At
least
thev
failed
poun
trans
er
s
u
en
rom
iators
and
would
like
to
thank
•
Fl
K
t
d
·
t
·
faces
each
year
·
is
seen
in
th
e
Office,
E:iucation, and Registrar's
P
23
to apena-r for the irame." (P.rl. them all.
m1, a. • a z score
pom
th
t·
Th s rsm p;-oposej new Student Union- Office. Enrollment will be limited
Note--Those were the good old
e openmg prac ice game
u days.)
Fred could think of nothing day and was impressive off the Books~ore bu ilding. A co:nmi;.ee to 20.
.
that he would like to have (other boards.
is due to report on the pro~ect ···- - - - - - - - - - - - The same re P O rte r claimed than the ability to get up and
"Hicks was the biggest surprise th is spring.
liOURS CHANGED
Mars?all 10st a base~all ~ame to leave). He has to stay on his side in our first practice. He scored - - - -- - - - -- - - - The library, S ~udent Union,
Huntington when, Bayhss put and cannot move, but he said he 27 points to lead both teams and
CORRECTION!
and bookstore w ill close early tothe ball across 17th street and couId rea"'
_, and 11s
. t en t o th e ra d"10. really looked good," Johnson
Mi' k e CarrO11, N1·tro sen1·or, was
morrow due to homecoming acscored but was called out on a Th' . h d t t k f
b'
1·denti· f1·ed as president of the
•
d
f 'l
t t
h
. 1s 1s ar
o a e or a 1g, said.
tivities. The li'brary will close at
con1ure
up a1 ure o ouc a a thle t·-1c man, b u t F re d seemed t o
· the Wednesday ed1·t1·on
bas
,,
Expected to give some m uch R o·b e m
1 p.m., and the bookstore at 12
e.
be in good spirits (considering the needed scoring punch is sopho- of The Parthenon. Hobert Raikes, p.m. The S tudent Union will be
situation), and you can be sure more sensation Bill whets e J l. Logan senior, is president of the closed between the hours of 1:15
that while Fred may not be on Whetzel aver aged 28.2 points a senior men's honorary. Carroll is p.m. and 7 p.m.
the field Saturd-::v, he will be game as a freshman, including a pre.,ident of t he Robe p:edge
Hours:
pulling for his teammates to 55- point performance-a Fi e ld
"thunder" over Louisville.
House record.
9
·a.m.
- 5 p.m.
The Marshall ROTC Rifle team
lost its second rifle match in as
About your yearbook portrait. Pubmany starts last Satur day against
Eastern Louisiana State Univerlisher's deadline coming fast. Have
sity by the_score of 1,335 to 1,326,
according to team adviser S/Sgt.
your sittings made at once. Return
The M a rs h a 11 cross country Huntington sophomore, appears
James Baker.
team will seek revenge tomorrow to be regaining his old form fol-

JOHN P. CROSS
Teachers College Journalist
Homecoming for M a rs h a 11 , s
Fred Anderson, MU's tackle-deluxe who was injured in the Kentucky State game last week is
not going to be the gala e;ent
everyone else is expacting to enjoy. Fred will be laying in a hospital bed, in room 212-A at Cabell-Huntington Hospital, listening
to the game on his radio.

Parthenon Staffer
Was Bigqest Fan
' For MC Baseball

MU Hoopsters
Lack Height
Again In 1964

k tOre Pl ans
.
h
C ange In Method

8

Computer Slated
For Faculty Use

ROTC Rifle Squad
loses 2nd Match

Ma'Del Studio

Cross Country Team Meets
Morehead Harriers Tomorrow

Marshall's top scorer was To;n when they face Morehead in Rit- lowing a creditable third-place
Johnson; he scored 271 points out t'!r Park at 10 a.m.
finish last Saturday. Wiley and
of a possible 300.
The Eagles handed the Big Prater, along with Morehead's Jim
Other Marshall shooters were: Green their third straight defeat Johnson and Dave Dennis are exlast Saturday at Morehead by the pected to battle it out for indiviCecil Lewis, 2·67; James Reese, score of 24 to 31, Marshall's other dual honors tomorrow over the
266; Paul Beatty, 262; and Rich- defeats have been to the Univer- four-mile course.
sity of K en tucky 25 to 30, and
To win the meet Marshall will
ard Benson, 260.
Eastern Kentucky 16-39.
probably have to have a one-two
Marshall will be looking for its
Mars hall has had some fine in- finish out of Wiley an1 Prater
first victory of the season Oct. 31 dividual performances from Cat- plus some improved showings by
when the ROTC team from St. lettsburg, Ky. sophomore E 11 is the team's other members, Ear
Bonaventure will be their com- Wiley, but has been lacking in Jackson, Larry Butcher, am
badly needed depth. Gary Prater, David Hansen.
petition in a pistol match.

your proofs promptly.

Ma'Del Studio
1018 3rd Ave.

NICELY'S BARBER SHOP
" It PC1ys To Look Nicely"

FOUR BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Flat Tops, Princetons, .Kegular Cuts
1112 FOURTH AVE.

Phone 523-4301
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Homecoming Schedule
FRIDAY
Snake dance beginning at 1400 Fifth Ave..
Pep R•ally on the central Intramural field.
Zeta Beta Tau Float-Building Party
Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon Float Building Parties.
8:30 to 10 p.m. Reception for alumni and friends at the Hotel
Frederick. The admission is $1.25 per person.
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

SATURDAY
9:35 to 11 a.m. Sisters of the Golden Heart (pinmates of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity members) will hold a
-brunch for the alumni wives at Dwight's Drive Inn Restaurant Banquet Room.
12 noon Homecoming Parade featuring nine floats, eight high
school 'hands, ROTC units, Marshall University Band
and the Homecoming Queen and her court.
2:00 p.m. Kickoff of the Marshall-Louisville football game at
fairfield S tadium. Halfti me ceremonies include the
crowning of Miss Marshall and a Homecoming Hootenanny by the Big Green Band.
4:00-6:00 p.m. Fraternity and sorority teas and open h ouses at
the following places: Alpha Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha,
L ambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha E}>silon, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Beta
Tau, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha Xi
Delta, Delta Zeta and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
4:00 p.m. Kappa Alpha Psi will hold a decorated C'ar and a song
fest at the ODK Circle following the football game. ·
5:00-7:00 p.m. Alumni Food-Fest in the Student Union for alumni and friends.
7:00-9:00 p.m. Sigma Phi Epsilon Alumni will hold a Cocktail
Party in the Wayne and West Virginil!, Room at the
Hotel Prichard.
9:00 p.µi.-1 :00 a.m. Alumni Dance in the Main Ballroom of the
Hotel Prichard featuring Howard J ennings and his orchestra. Alumni and friends invited. Student-Alumni
Dance at the Memorial Field House featuring Bill Black
Combo, the Drifters and Maurice Williams and the
Zodiacs.

q

\

~

,,,,. ....,.___
AN 'OLD-TIMER' RETURNS TO DUTY-A era ·1e 1;11s the C'!b and enrlne portion of a 192'
engine out of a gr.,.ve of debris this summer af 'er a Marshall University student decided to buy
9nd res' ore the locomotive to operation. Huntington resident Tom Zi:ter plans to make repairs
on the engine wi'. h the hopes of possibly selllnr It. Anyone thinklnr about startinr a railroad!

Marshall Student Does ·Things In A Big Way;
Purchases Old Era, 16-To·n Steam Locomotive
By LLOYD D. LEWIS
Staff Reporter
"I just wanted to buy an engine." So says Tom Zitter, Huntington junior and ardent railfan, about his recent purchase
of a 16-ton, coal-burning steam
locomotive.
Zitter's pride and joy is a
relatively small engine, built by
the H. K. Porter Co. of 'Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1924, but it oper~
ates just like any other steamer.
It's a member of a once-numerous group of er.gines. The Porter
Company constructed 5,000 of
this type alone between 1867
and 1950. Only a few remain
today.
This particular example formerly belonged to the Watauga
Stone Co., Wataura, Tenn. After
I o c at I n r some "availPble en-

rines" and taking an eirht-day
trip through six southern states
late last January to inspect them,
Z i t t e r purchased a six-month
option on this unnumbered engine last June 13. Be then had
several d i s c u s s i o n s with the
Stone Company General Manager, J. C. Curd, and later purchased the locomotive "for a reasonable price."
Because the steamer, classified as an O-4-OT (four driving
wheels with an attached coal
bunker or tank), hadn't been
used for several years due to decreasing rail shipments, Zitter
was concerned about its ability
to be "steamed up" and run. So,
with him on the day he bought
the o p t i o n was Ralph Acree,
machinist for one of the nation's
last all-steam railroads, the Buf-

falo Creek and Gauley, which
operates from Dundon to Widen,
W. Va.
"The boiler, firebox, and fiues
appear t,o be in good shape," explains Zit t er, "although we'll
have to wait and find out for
sure when the official inspection,
made by the West Virginia State
Department of Laibor, is completed." A hYdrostatic test will
also be administered to the boiler. This consists of filling it with
water, closing all valves, and
STEAM ENGINE OWNERtesting '.he metal side sheets for
Tom Zitter, of Buntin,ton, may
strength after the hand-pumped
lay claim to the dubious diswa er press u re reaches 255
tinction of being the only colpounds per square inch.
lege student who owns a locoTransportation was, naturally.
motive. Zitter recently purchasone of Zitter's big worries when
ed a 16-ton, steam locomotive,
he contemplated this u nu s u al
one of the few in existence
purchase. And not only that, the
today.
engine had to be dug out of the
mud where .it had rested ever
since its retirement! "When they
were finished with it, they just
pushed it in the ditch."
Arrangements were thus made
for a local contractor, SummersTaylor Paving Co., Elizabethton,
Tenn., to extricate the old steamer from its "resting" place. On
July 11 a heavy-duty mobi l e
crane, bulldozer, fork-lift, acetylene torch, and four men took
only two hours to load the halfburied engine onto a "low-boy"
trailer of Carroll Trucking Co.,
Inc., Huntington, for the trip to
West Virginia. The torch was
used to cut off part of the metal
frame of the rear running board
so it would fit on the trailer.
The saddle-t~nker-so-called
because its water tan k s are
draped over the boiler like saddles-arrived at the old Metalcraft, Inc., building on the J'ames
River Turnpike near Camden
Park after a 22-hour trip on July
12. One can imarlne the surprised look on the faces of the
READY FOR OVERHAUL-This 1924 coal-burning s•e· m locomotive was brourht frcm Tenne'- West Vlrrlnia Turnpike police
see this summer on a 22· hour trip by owner Tom 71t1er. Surprised West Virginia Turnpike toll ,•·hen the 32 150-pound locomoworkers gave the 32,150-pound engine secand and third glances as it rolled throuJ?"h the bus, toll tive rolled t h r o u g h the toll
station. Zitter is restoring his locomotive to ope uting condition with the possibility of selling i ' . gates!

Reaching Huntington about 11
a.m. on that rainy Sunday morning, Zitter's 0-4-0T was unloaded by a crew from Paul's Gara,e
& Wrecker Service, Inc., of Barboursville in four h o u r s that
afternoon. Some dirt filling wu
necessary f o r Carroll's "lowboy" to m a t c h up with the
Metalcraft building unloading
dock, three feet from the ground.
This '1Ccomplished, 300 feet of
heavy steel cable was strung
through the shed r a f t e r s and
slowly stretched taut. A winch
was used to cautiously roll the
engine into the b u i 1 d i n g for
storage on 4x4-inch white oak
planks, since no steel rails were
available.
Zitter is currently restoring
the locomotive to operating condition with the idea of selling it
in first-class shape. A new engineer's cab is needed because, as
Zitter puts it, "that 'home-brew'
steel cab on ~here has got to
go." Other repairs necessary for
the engine to pass the state inspection i n c I u d e reseating all
valves, cleaning the cylinders
and all steam fittings, and purchase of new packing, drip lubricators, and iniector lines.
At present the two cvlinders
are torn down. the cab is partially dismantled, and the water
tank is fully repainted. Asked
how lonl!' comoletion of his project would take, Zitter replied,
"It'll be a while yet." He does,
however. have some of the new
p:>rts on hand, ready for assembly.
For those interested In details,
Zitter's machine is 22 feet lonr
with runing board, opentes on
170 pounds of boiler pressure,
and is the 6756th locomotive
built by B. K. Po~ter Co. Not
exactly what a sports car enthusiast would term adequate
but, after six months of nerotlatlons, Tom Z i t t e r has his
• arner.
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-His Specialty
Is Teachers
For Retarded
By JEANINE CAYWOOD
Staff Reporter
Dr. Allen Blumberg, associate
professor of education, is now
working on a grant for the
training of teachers, of the mentally retarded.
Since several schools for the
mentally retarded are being developed in this area, teachers in
this field are in demand n o w
more than they have been in the
past.
One such estalblishment is
Fairfield School, located at 10th
Avenue and Bruce Street. Fairfield School was established last
year with an enrollment of 70
students and six teachers. There
are now 200 students, 13 teachers, and one full-time secretary
at Fairfield.
Mn. Sara Wheeler ls principal
·anc1 the school ls under the di-.
rectlon of the county director of
special education, Robert Griffis.
Fairfield teaches children from
ages 13 to 21. The-re are no
grades, though the students are
working from primer to sixth
1rade levels. The classes range
from journalism to driver education. There is an art class in
which students paint, work with
wood and glue, mend household
tools, and make papier-mache
models which aid in studying anatomy.
The students write and print
their own paper, "The Fairfield
Banner." Those who cannot react
learn to set type from letter to
letter. They also print meal and
bus tickets.
There is a homemaking class
In which students learn the art
of cooking and sewing. Two boys
and two girls work in the cafeteria each period. The school is
now in the process of setting u,p
a "house - keeping room," in
which • the girls will learn to
make beds, arrange furniture,
and decorate rooms.
In their social studies classes
the students study community
and city rovernment and the part
they wlll play as citizens in obeyln1 the law.
At election time they h o I d
elections and vote by ballots.
They recently attended a naturallution ceremony and visited the courthouse.
•
Various other activities include
making out catalogue orders, determining salaries in relation to
hours per week, "paying" bills,
learning liquid and dry measurements, and figuring taxes.
In ·their English classes the
students learn to form words
through word games. They also
read on di-fferent levels and keep
their own reading records.
This year the school has received a car and is able to offer
the students a course in driver
education.
All the courses the students
take prepare them for an occupational education class in which
they are trained for future job
opportunities.
"'I'he students are much happier here," c o n t i n u e d Mrs.
Wheeler, "than they were in the
schools for average children.
Here they are able to compete
with children nearer their own
capabilities, and !this gives them
an incentive to learn."
Several students of Marshall
have done their student teaching
at Fairfield. One is there now as
part of her Education 319 course.

2 Noncoms Join
Staff Of ROTC

Long Hours Of Wort Go Into Decorations
LONG ,HOURS go'into makin1 sorority house decorations for Homecoming festivities. Members
of Sigma Si1ma Sigma sorority busy at work preparing their entry to be Judged in sorority competition tonight are: (front row, from left) Judy Conner, Charleston Junior; Becky Baker, Huntington freshman, and Kennylee Burgess, Huntington Junior. Back row, from left, Janet Williamson, Huntington sophomore; Becky Mayo, Buntin gton sophomore; Susan Heywood, Huntington
freshman, and S~aron Reed, Huntin1ton Junior.

Colorful History Of Homecoming
Officially Began 39 Years Ago
By TERESA GOfflARD
ternity an~ sororities had built
Feature Editor
floats, but it was decided that
Floats in the Homecoming
the sororities would do the
parade have had a long and
house decorations and the fracolorful past. It is interesting
ternities would continue to
to look back to the Homecom:build the floats.
ing Parades of years gone by
No float prizes were awarded
and note the ups and downs of
in 1938 because of the Student
the floats.
Council's "admitted lack of
Homecoming made its officforesight in appointing judges."
ial appearance at Marshall in
The Homecoming game also
1925 when the Big Green
had to be called off that year
team played the University of
due to a blizzard.
Louisville on Thanksgiving
In 1940 a limit was set on the
Day. Written accounts show
expense of the floats built by
that in 1926 the students did
fraternities and house decorasomething special f o r Hometions made by sororities. The
coming-dad in pajamas, they
limit was $10. It was at this
held a snake dance through
point that float building disaptown.
peared. Tbe onset of war proPrior to the building of
duced a lack of manpower, due
floats for the homecoming pato decreased enrollment. Not
rade, fraternity and sorority
until 1946 did float-building rehouses decorated to celebrate
appear. ,
the weekend. Although there
By the early fifties, floats
were no restrictions-size or
had become quite elaborate.
price-on floats then, th e re
The competition was dominatwas still competition. At this
ed during the years ~rom 1953
time floats were rather unique.
Phi Tau Alpha's "Skin the
Bobcats" won first place in
1929.
First mention of floats by
The Parthenon was . in 1930
The International Clu-b recwhen the following statement ently elected officers for the
appeared: "For the first time, year.
a silver loving cup was awardThe new officers are: Peter
ed to the organization having Kenae, Kenya senior, president;
the best float in the parade."
Zahra Tabatabai, Iran sophoA former student body pres- more, vice president; Sharon
ident and mem;ber of ,Phi Tau Rife, Huntington junior, secreAlpha (now SAE's), Harry tary; Som ch a i Sutikulphanit,
Wolft of the 1930 class has Thailand junior, treasurer, and
been quoted as saying that he Bill Wagner, Huntington freshis almost positive that Mar- man, sergeant of arms; Kazuko
shall had floats in 1928.
Otaki, Japan sophomore, was
In 1931, it was decided to appointed social chairman.
take the floats into the stadThe general purpose of t h i s
ium, drive them around the meeting was to re-organize the
track and park them at the clll!b and discuss the material to
south end of the field. Before be used for future programs.
now, the floats had been left . Preparations are being made for
at the end of the parade route.
a dance and song fest to be held
Another of Marshall's tradi- in honor of United Nations day,
tions was to make its appear- Oct. 24. Due to Homecoming acance in 1933, the Card Section.
tivities, this event will not be
Up until this time, both fra- held until next Friday.

International Club
Selects Leaders

to 1957 by the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, which won first
place each year.
The Marshall Buffalo, Marco, m a d e his appearance in
1954 on a float built by the
Pikes. The theme of the float
was "Herderance Plays the
Blues for Kent State." Marco
was seated at a grand piano,
his hands moving along the
keys while Liberace's theme
song sounded from a recording.
His eye winked as he turned
his head toward the crowd.
Pi Kappa Alpha was chosen
in 1957 to build the first
queen's float. Since that timt:,
the fraternity winning the flnt
trophy has bad the honor of
building the queen's float,
wbicb is not in competition the
following year.
It was in 1958 that float·building again came to a
standstill. The Inter-Fraternity
Council voted not to have
floats in the parade that year.
The reason given was financial
difficulties. House decorations
were to be substituted. The result of this decision by the
IFC, was a m o c k burial of
Homecoming. H ow e v e r, in
1959, the floats w·e re again "refloated" as the IFC reversed its
decision made the year before.
Floats were once again idled
in 1963 when the Homecoming
Commission made a proposal
to the Senate that the floats
be dropped from the parade.
The senate approved the proposal, but as in 1959, the decision was reversed. A statement
made in an article of the
Homecoming issue of The Parthenon in 1959, seems to hold
its meaning even today. "The
overall spirit for Homecoming
should be enlivened with th e
appearance of floats in th e
parade, which is the first event
that gets the ball rolling for
the big w eekend." So as before,
the floa ts will be a part of the
Homecoming parade.

The ROTC staff boasts t w o
new replacements-Sgt. 1 C. John
W. Fuller, at Marshall for his
first time, and M. Sgt. Richard
R. Giles, returning after a tour
of duty in Korea.
Sergeant Fuller is a "native
son" of Huntington, having graduated from Huntington High
School. At one time he was - in
the U. S. Naval Reserve, and has
completed 17 'h years of active
federal service. His last tour of
duly before coming to Marshall
was with the 304th Signal Battalion, Seoul, Korea.
He has had experience as a
military policeman, and has
served in Germany, England,
France, Belgium, and Holland
during World War II · and the
Korean conflict.' From 1949 to
1952 he was stationed at the West
Virginia Miltary District in South
Charleston.
Sergeant _Giles is a · native
Pennsylvanian, having graduated
from Stanton's Commercial College in 1947. .He served in Korea
for the first time with the 1st
Cavalry Division where he received the Combat Infantry
Badge and the Purple Heart. His
second tour in Korea was with
the Third Infantry Division.
He was stationed here from
March, 1960, to May, 1963.
From June, 1963, until July,
1964, he served in Korea a third
time with the first -battalion,
32nd Infantry, 7th Infantry Division, as operations-intelligence
sergeant. Sergeant Giles married
the former Linda Warren, a Marshall graduate, and they now reside in Huntington.

Four Will Attend

Parley Of Greelcs
F o u r official representatives
from Marshall will be sent to the
three-day Mid-American Greek
Conference at Ohio University on
Nov. 6, Kathy Kelley, Erie,
Penn., senior and · president o.f
Panhellenic, announced.
Three representatives will be
sent from Panhellenic and one
from the Interfraternity Council.
The cost of sending one representative is $16 which will be
met by the two groups.
Representing Panhellenic will
be Miss Kelley who is a member
of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority;
Nancy Harmon, Huntington junior and a member of Delta Zeta
sorority, and Joan Fleckenstein,
Huntington junior and a mernber
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
The president of the Interfraternity Council, Ron Easely,
Logan senior and a member of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, also
will attend the conference.
Purpose of the confer~nce is
for Greeks in the Mid-.A merican
Confer,e nce to discuss the problems of Greeks in general and to
try to find a solution to these
problems. The theme of the
meeting is "Meet a Challenge."

X-Ray Unit Slated
For 4-Day Visit
The West Virginia State Health
Department mO'bi1e X-ray u n i t
will be here for four days next
week, according to Dr. Thomas
W. Nale, director of the CabellHuntington Health Department.
The unit, open to the public,
will be parked near the Science
Hall. It will be open from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 2 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday and on Friday from 9
a.m. to noon.
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Blood Donor Drive Planned
In Student ·Union Wednesc;!ay
The Blood Drive Committee will sponsor a blood drive next
Wednesday, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union.
All students, faculty members,
and administrative personnel are directed by the Student Govurged to participate if possible. ernment and its Blood Drive
C~nsent slips must be obtained Committee. Through this· proand signed by parents for those gram, blood will be made availbetween the ages of 18 and 21. able to all students, the adminThese consent slips may be ob- istration, and all members of the
tained either in the Student faculty for the use of these perGovernment O f f i c e or from sons or their families. •
The procedure for obtaining
Charlotte Parsons, Vienna senior
blood is to notify Miss Parsons,
and blood drive coordinator.
All college organizations will or Dick Cottrill, student body
be eligtble to compete for the president, who will, in turn,
three trophies given under the notify the la'b oratories of the
following divisions; (1) women's hospital as to eligibility. Ten
organization contributing the pints will be the m a x i m um
most, (2) men's organization con- amount of blood allocated to an
tributing the most, and (3) ROTC individual.
company contributing the most.
DEARBORN SPEAKS
To be eligible to win, an or-

Engineering Honorary Gi,es Scholarship
NELSON EDDY MINER (left), Barboursville junior and engineering student, receives a $50 book
scholarship froJ'Jl Allen Drown, Huntington seni c>r and president of the D-Rho D-Theta engineering honorary.

German To Speak
On. Campus Nov. 9
Dr. Eleonore Lipschitz, a member of the West · Berlin Parliament, will speak here Nov. 9.
Dr. Lipschitz has been a member of the West Berlin Parliament since 1953, and has also
served on youth and soci'al committees. Her topics here will be
"Berlin, A Tale Of Two Cities";
German Youth Today," and "The
German Woman in Economics
and Politics."
Dr. Lipschitz esca·ped from
East Berlin in 1948 where she
had lived under the Communist
government. She will also speak
at the Huntington Rotary Club.
' She is scheduled to speak at
Science,, Hall auditorium · at 9
and 10 a.m. before political
science and German classes. Others are invited. A reception will
be held for her at 4 p.m. at Student Christian Center.

Methodist Speaks
At Sunday Service
"Who are the Meek?" is the
title of the sermon to be delivered at the 11 a.m. service Sunday in the Campus Christian
Center by the Rev. William Villers, Methodist minister of t h e
Campus Christian Center. The
scripture to be read is Matthew
5:1-12.
Reverend Villers is a graduate
of Moundsville High School in
Moundsville, W. Va. He received
h i s bachelor of science degree
from West Virginia University
and the bachelor of divinity from
the Duke Divinity School.
He was a member of Sigma
Theta Epsilon, Methodist Men's
fraternity, and Beta Alpha Psi,
accounting honorary.
Before coming to the campus
last June, Reverend Vi 11 er s
served as associate pastor at St.
Paul's Methodist Church in Durham, N. C.; Higgins Memorial
Methodist Church in Burnsville,
N. C., a,nd Christ Methodist
Church in Wheeling, W. Va.
HOMECOMING 1940
"Miss Marshall" was Elizabeth
Stairs, ·Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority won the float competition,
Phi Tau A'lpha fraternity won
first place with their house decorations-this was Homecoming
1940.
\

GREAT WAY TO GO-GO-GO
reverses to give you two
for where the action is
.who know are grabbing

ganization must have at least 10
of its members contribute. Of
those organizations whose members contribute 10 or more pints
per drive, the organization with
the h i g h e s t percentage of its
membership contributing will be
che winner.
The blood bank program is

a

mad, mad,

Capt. William H. Dearborn,
assistant professor of military
science, was guest speaker at a
meeting of the Southeast Huntington Lions Club Tuesday. Captain Dearborn discussed information, objectives, and advantages of the Army ROTC program.

madras parka that

smash- looks. Toss it on and head
. weather or no.

Th o'Se
0

fast. Lock your closet,

your sorority sister

beg, borrow, · even steal

this dasher. Choose

medium, large in bleeding

madres at

12.00.

Fleece-lined style,

18.
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They're In Step With Cadets

GETTING TO KNOW the members of the ROTC companies and
their activities are the newly-selected ROTC sponsors. In photo
above are Lorraine Maynard, Delbarton freshman, and Lynne
Zuckerman, Yonkers, N. Y., freshman. In photo at right are
Gloria Jean Prichard, Mullens sophomore; Sally Kroger, Parkersburr sophomore, and Karen Jones, St. Albans senior.

'
COMING CALLING · on their companies are Patty Johnson
(left), Huntington sophomore and sponsor of the Pershing Rifles,
and Geraldine BJarnson, Huntington freshman, sponsor of Co. A.

Attention!

Nine Coeds Represent
Various ROTC Units
By SHERRY SAGE
Staff Reporter
-Nine coeds have been chosen to represent the five ROTC
companies, plus Scabbard and Blade, Pershing Rifles, CounterGuerrilla and Battalion for 1964.
They are: Loretta Ufheil, Huntington senior, HE>adquarters
Co.; Lynne Zuckerman, Yonkers, N. Y., freshman, A Co.; Geraldine Bjarnson, Huntington freshman, B Co.; Karen Jones, St.
Albans senior, C Co.; Sally Kroger, Parkersburg sophomore, D
. ICo.; Lorraine Maynard, Delbarton freshman, Scabbard and
Blade; Patty Johnson, Huntin_gton sophomore, Pershing Rifles ;
Gloria Jean Pritchard, Mullen sophomore, Counter-Guerrilla; and
Joyce Carroll, Weirton senior, who is Battalion Queen.
Miss Ufheil is majoring in elementary education. Among her
other activities are pu·blicity chairman for Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority; a member and past secretary of the Newman
Club, senior senator, and varsity cheerleader.
Miss Zuckerman is a graduate of Yonkers High School, New
York, where she was active in many school activities. She, too,
is majoring in elementary education.
Business administration is Miss Bjarnson's major. She is a
graduate of Huntington East High School where she was a cheerleader.
Miss Jones is a home economics major. She is a member of
Delta Zeta social sorority, Student National Education Association and the American Home Economics Association. Last year
she was chosen as Pikes' Peak Queen.
Majoring in kindergarten-primary education, Miss Kroger is
a member of Delta Zeta social sorority. During her freshman
year she was a cheerleader.
Miss Maynard is majoring in math. She is an Alpha Zi
Delta pledge and was ,active in many activities while in high
school.
Miss Johnson is a member of Alpha Ci Omega social sorority
a nd was freshman attendant to "Miss Ma rshall" last year. She
is .now majoring in elementary education.
Miss Pritchard is an elementary education major from Mullens. She was Miss Southern West Virginia in 1963.
Miss Carroll is majoring in kindergarten-primary education.
I.Jast year she was a sponsor for Scabbard and Blade. She is a
counselor at the New Women's Residence Hall. Last year she
was the ROTC's candidate for Miss Armed Forces.

LORETTA UFHEIL
Headquarte rs Co.

JOYCE CARROLL
. .. Butta/ion Quec11
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What To Wear
On Sig Day?
Everyone is going to be rockIng out at the Homecoming
dance tomorrow night so the
dress will be sports coats and
ties for the men and dressy
dresses or cocktail dresses for
the women.
In past years there has been
an inconsistancy in dress. Students have shown up in everything from floor length formals
to street clothes. So many complaints were received from students the Homecoming c o mmission decided to set the dress
this year.
Suits for the men and
dresses and coats or suits for
the women will continye as the
standard dress for the football
game tomorrow afternoon.
John Sayre, director of alumni affairs, said that the alumni
should wear informal clothes
to the game and the food fest.
The alumni dance at the Prichard Hotel wil(also be informal
-suits and dressy dresses.

Coed Dorms Slate
Homecoming Pla,,s
Two V{Omen's dorms on campus
will be in full swing with the
other homecoming activities this
weekend.
Laidley Hall will entertain its
guests with a "continu-ous coffee"
which will begin at noon Saturday and continue throughout the
afternoon. Carol Lycan, Fort Gay
junior, will be in charge of this.
The Residence Hall for Women
will have an open house and a
tea which wil be from 2-4 p.m.
Sunday. The officers and counselors of the dorm will be in charge.
The coeds of Prichard Hall
have no formal plans in connection with homecoming. The dorm
will be open to visitors during
the regular weekend hours.

Dance Sponsored
By Student Union
The Chuck Mandt Three, a
contemporary jazz trio, is scheduled to play for a free mix Friday night in the Student Union.
The• band will play from 9 until
12 p.m.
This mix will be provided by
the Student Union Coo-poration,
through the cooperation of the
Student Senate. Roy Huffman,
coordinator of the Student Union
Corporation, ·a nd Don Morris,
manager of the Student Union,
are making further arrangements·
for the mix.
The 11bove information was inadvertently left out of the complete schedule of Homecoming
activities in today's Parthenon.

Float Entry
Not T.o Be Built
Dorm

The New Men's Residence Hall,
which was to be the only dormitory represented by a float in the
Homecoming Parade, withdrew
its entry this week.
According to Jim Reynolds,
chairman of the dorm float committee, material had been ordered to decorate the float and a
committee of twenty had volunteered to help construct it. However, they were forced to withdraw their entry because they
were unable to find a truck on
which the float could be constructed.
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KEARNS.
ON

·CAMP-US
By GARY KEARNS
Managing Editor
To hear Peggy Tucker tell it, being Miss Marshall is quite
an experience. It must be. Peggy is full of anecdotes a1bout her
ye,:U·-,ong reign which wi11 draw to a close tomorrow afternoon.
For instance, she tells abcut an incident which occurred during
last year's Homecoming game.
It seem., :hat she and the members of her court were seated
in fo.ding chairs at Fairfield Stadium in the region of the 50yard line. All were dressed in mink capes and long, flowing
gowns. Somehow, someway a bug got inside the front of Peggy's
dress. "What did you do?" I asked. "Just wiggled," she answered.
Miss Marshall of 1963 continued. On the night before the
election results were announced in The Parthenon, she said that
she was almost cer,ain that she had lost. "It was just a feeling I
bad," Peggy added. "So, to cheer me up, some of my friends
took me out and celebrated my 'losing.' A number of students
had heard that I was out celebrating,' and naturally assumed
that I bad prematurely found out that I bad won.''
Tucker, as most of her close· friends call her, _speaks dreamily, almost wistfuily, of the year just behind her. In many ways
she is quite different from the
excited, radiant coed who came
to The Parthenon office about
this time last year for an interview.
At that time she had just
learned that she had •b een
elected Miss Marshall.
She had been seated in a
history class on that drizzly
Wednesday when the big news
came. Her attention was suddenly drawn to a mass of students outside the room who
were holding up the election
edition of the paper. Through
the glass panels of the door,
she could make out a picture
of a gir\ on page one which
greatly resembled her.
The picture on the front page
of The Parthenon that day was, indeed, Peggy Tucker. And
that's how her reign began.
"When you interviewed me on that day last year," Peggy
said recentl:v, ":vou asked me to describe bow I felt. I couldn't.
One of the hardest things for me to do was to answer people
when they would ask, 'How does it feel to be Miss Marshall?'
Believe me, the feeling is indescribable.''
Her reply to the question, asked one year later, of whether
or not, if she had to do over again, would she have ru:1 for
,M iss Marshall, was an emphatic "Yes!" She went on to say that
"the many people I met made it all worthwhile."
Of all the Homecoming activities last year, what was the
most difficult for her to go through? "The campaigning," Peggy
says. "Some students seemed to be bothered whenever you would
come up to them, asking for their support.
"'l'hev shouldn'+ ~-- c:>1 tr ;- wav," she said. "Students should
realize that the winning candidates will be representing the University, and that it is their duty to vote as a citizen of Marshal,! ."
Peggy added that even she used to feel rather wearisome
toward aspiring candidates, •t ut that as a campaigner, herself,
last fall, her views changed drastically.
This year's Homecoming queen and her attendants -will not
wear the customary full-length gowns in the parade or at game's
festivities. They'll wear suits. "I think ·this is much better,"
Peggy said. "Last year my dress got .torn to bits.''
Although it's certain that she's already done so by now,
Peggy said that she wanted to take the opportunity, through
this column, of extending congratulations to the neW\Miss Marshall.
"She should be elated, as I'm sure she is, at being chosen by
the majority of the student body. She should also feel that her
-•day' does not last only through, tomorrow or through the weekend, but that her reign will last throughout the year," Peggy said.
Miss Marshall of 1963 went on to say that she found it so
enjoy~ble last year when her friends would introduce her to
their ,f amilies as the University's Homecoming queen. "It's a
nice feeling to have your friends so proud of you," she added.
"Everything about being Miss Marshall involves people,"
Peggy said, "but really the most important thing to me was !he
opportunity to represent the University. I have come to hke
Marshall very much, and I was glad to do something for it," she
continued.
"The University has given me an education, many friendships and experiences, and I was simply happy to do something
for it," Peggy said.
"You know," she went on, "you're always glad to help anything that means a lot to you. Being Miss Marshall gave m~ an
opportuqity to serve."
Peggy Tucker has proven to be a remarkably popular Homecoming queen. She has served us well.

An Editorial

Traditional Celebrat.ion
Marks Growth Of MU
(Editor's Note: This Is an editorial by Pat Austin, a member
of Journalism 304-editorial writing.)
Homecomings are always times of reminiscences - sweet
and sour-a football -game, banquets, and parties as students and
faculty welcome re~urning alumni for the traditional celebration.
This year marks the 39th -annual Marshall Homecomingthe fourth as a university.
It was on March 1, 1961 that Marshall officially entered into
£. new era as a university. This was almost 103 years to the
exact date that Virginia's legislature established Marshall College
-<March 4, 1858.
·
fn 1.be last four years Marshall has underrone numerous
Internal 1,nd external changes. Plans for future expansion are
being added to the drawing board, while other plans are being
moved from the boara into reality.
Several administrative innovations have been made to meet
the challenges of a university. Departmental revamping has been
plentiful.
Last year, branch colleges were opened at Williamson and
Logan. On campus, -a six-story dormitory for women was opened
last Sep:ember. Old Main Auditorium is being renovated. The
former College Hall, :women's dormitory, is now being remodeled
to serve as office space.
Renovations have' been made within the James Morrow
Library. Pians for a $1.5 million addition to the building have
now been •a pproved.
Construction of an eight-story classroom building · is expected to begin in 1965. A committee was recently authorized by
President Smith to develop plans for a new Student Union.
On Aug. 3, 1962, the Big Green was elevated to major college football status by the Football Writers' Association of Amer•
lea at its annual meeting in Chicago.
Last year the Chemistry Department received accreditation
from the American Chemical Society.
This year's enrollment of approximately 5,600 students (notincluding branch colleges) is the largest ever. The 1961 enrollment was around 4,000.
'Marshall has indeed grown in the last four years. The
growth rate will continually expand in the future if students,
faculty, and alumni continue and manifest their interest in the
progress of this University.
The 1964 Bomecominr theme, "Rally Around Marshall" Is
very symbolic. It is a call for action. It is a call for help to
make Marshall a truly rreat University.

Homecoming Activites To Begin
With Snake Dance, Pep Rally
(Continued From Page 1)
the MU band will continue to the
stadium.
The complete order of the parade is: ROTC units, cars with
President Smith and his guests,
Fairland High School band,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon float, Pi
Kappa Alpha float, Vinson High
School band, Tau Kappa Epsilon
float, Kappa Alpha float, Huntington East band, Cavaliers'
float, Huntington High School
band, Sigma Phi Epsilon float,
Ceredo Kenova High . School
band, Zeta Beta Tau float, the
Queen's float, and the Marshall
1band.
Lambda . Chi Alpha bad the
honor of building the Queen's
float this year, as a result of
taking first prise in last year's
antique car competition.
The Big Green football team
will take a three-game winning
streak into tomorrow afternoon's
game with the Louisv ille Cardinals. Marshall will be hoping to
teams. A homecoming victory
even a 7-8 record with Louisville
would be the first since ·1957. In
1960 the Big Green tied the University of Delaware 6-6. A sellout crowd of spectators will view
the gridiron action.
A major change in this year's
festivities will be the crowning
of the queens at half time. President Smith will crown Miss Marshall.
She is usually crowned by the
president of the student body
during intermission of the Homecoming dance at the Field House.
In the event of rain the coro-

nation ceremonies will take place
at the dance.
An unofficial forecast f r o m
the Weather Bureau, early Wednesday, called for some cloudiness, with a chance of showers.
In past years only one Homecoming has been marred by t h e
weather. In 1938 the parade and
game were postponed because of
a blizzard.
The half-time activities w i 11
feature a J'Homecoming Hootenanny" by the Big Green band,
under the direction of Prof. Howard Bell. The program will include such numbers from the past
as, "Shine on Harvest Moon,"
and "Down by the Old .M i 11
Stream.''
Following the pme, the annual "Food-fest" will be held in
the Student Union for alumni
and friends. The buffet style dinner will cost ,1.50 per penon.
Homecoming '64 wlll conclude
with two dances tomoJTOw night.
The Howard Jennings Orchestra
will play for the alumni dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in t b e
main ballroom of the Hotel
Prichard. Tickets are $5 per
couple.
The Bill Black Combo, the
Drifters, Maurice Williams and
the Zodiacs wil be featured ·a t
the student-alumni dance at the
Memorial Field House. Tickets
were sold out early Tuesday.
Students still wishing to purchase Mums may do so until 5
p.m. today in the Student Union.
The Independent Student Association are selling the f lowers for
$1.50 each.
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New Dormitory Now Being Used
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WOMEN AGREE nothing beats a hair dryer. Patty Kiger, Parkersburg freshman, finds this to be true when pressed for time
in the Residence Hall for Women.
DORMITORY LIVING becomes more like hom.e each day. Hard at work polishing the new silver
in the front lounge of the Residence Ball for Women which houses about 250 coeds are: Paula
Goodson, Davy sophomore, and Karen Knotts, B uckhannon sophomore.

THE NEW DORMITORY, which was opened in the fall, provides
two lounges on 'each of the six floors equipped with kitchenettes. Taking a break from studies are: Mary Lynn Snyder, Eliz- '
abeth Junior; Sharyn Wells, Elizabeth freshman, and Kandace
Kissling, McArthur, Ohio, freshman.

MODERN LAUNDRY facilities are one of the advantages of the new dormitory. Cassandra King
(left), Bluefield Junior, and Barbara May, Griffi thsville Junior, seem pleased with the results.
(Photos by Joseph Shields, Parthenon photographer).

THE HOUSEMOTHER at the new women's dormitory is Mrs. Vanna Hensley. She'll be a busy
housemother this Sunday when open house is held at the dormitory between 2 and 4 p.m. Alumni,
students and faculty are Invited.

ONE OF THE POPULAR places in the dormitory Is next to the
stereo record player. Using it are (from left) Rita Pauley, Decota
freshman; Sara Vaughn, Logan freshman, and Frances Chirico,
Logan freshman.
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Musical Comedy Next
Artists Series Feature

Law Scholar Is
Forum Speaker
Have you ever asked yourself,
"What am I for?" Would you like
to know? Dr. Arthur Larson,
speaker for the Community Forum at 8 p.m. Tuesday, will elaborate on the subject in the plural
form, speaking on "What We Are
F,o r".
He is Director of the World
Rule of Law Center at Duke
University, and is consultant to
the State Department _on United
Nations matters. The speaker is
widely known as a lawyer and
educator as well as a former
government official. His books in.elude: "When Nation's Disagree";
"What We Are For"; "Know Your
Social Security"; "The Law of
Workmen's Compensation"; "A
Republican Looks at His Party;"
and }1is most recent, "A Warless
World."
He is considered one of the
most forceful and authoritative
spe·akers on the platform today.
Fluent, agile and humorous, he is
a positive man who looks at life
and world affairs from the standpoint of what we are for and what
we can do.
The Forum will be held in the
Huntington High School Auditorium. /

P A!GE THIRTEEN

THE PART H ·E NON

opher Spooner has the title role,
and Christopher Andrews is cast
as the Artful Dodger, a lad who
teaches Oliver the ropes.
Because this is a special· program, students are urged to attend. A change in days to get
tickets has been made. They must
be picked up on the first floor of
Old Main Oct. 26-27. After that
Based on Charles Dickens' time it will be impossible for stuclassic, "Oliver · Twist," it con- dents to get tickets. ·
·
tains such songs as "You've Got
to Pick a Pocket or Two," "As
Long as He Needs Me," "Oliver!",
and "Where Is Love?". Richard
Watts Jr., critic for the "New
York - Post," declared 'Oliver!' is
15"0~ FOURTH "VE.
an exciting and stunningly beautiful musical play. Its beauty,
melodiousness, humor, and pathos are shrewdly combined. It
captures a magic, theatrical
mood." The sets and costumes
U3ed in the touring show are as
colorful as those used in the
.9roadway p roduction.
By SHERRY ALLEN

Staff Reporter
"Oliver!", a prize _ winning
musical comedy, is coming to the
Keith-Albee Theatre Nov. 2, at
8:30 p.m. for the n ext Artists
Series presentation. It had a suecessful run in London and on
Broadway.
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FAG!N (LEFT) "TEACHES" OLWER
. . . Munshin And Spooner To Star

Scabbard And Blade 'Tap' 3 Cadets

Three cadets were "tapped" Donald R. VanMeter, Clifton seninto the Scabbard and Blade Mil- ior.
itary Honorary of the ROTC BatThe ceremony was performed
talion here Tuesday.
Tapped were Joseph A Slash, at the battalion's weekly drill by
WMUL, Marshall's student-op- Huntington senior; Paul L. Tur- Cadet Col. Paul J . Mayer, Wheelerated radio station will begin man, Barboursville senior, and ing senior.
airing pre-taped interviews of
major West Virginia political
candidates at 6:30 p.m. today ac. cording to Scott Ward, Spencer
sophomore and program director
for WMUL.
Don Smith, Democratic candiTonight - JOHNIE & THE MYSTICS
date for House of Delega tes from .
Cabell County, will be h eard toSaturday - THE LANCERS
day. The schedule for next week
is: Monday, Jack L. Miller,
Sunday - BAND
Fourth District Republican candidate for the House of RepreHOOTENANNY NITE
sentatives; Tuesday, Dr. Ken
Hechler, F ourth District DemoTuesday: with
cratic incumbent for the House
of Representatives; Wednesday,
Jack McKown, Democratic cand~date for st'ate senator from
Ca·bell and Wayne Counties;
Thursd ay, Cooper Benedict, Republican candidate for the U. S.
Senate; Friday, , Hulett Smith,
MARSHALL TUTORING SERVICE
Democratic candidate for gover"Students Who Help Students"
$2.po - $2.50 Per Hour
nor and ·M·o·n day, Nov. 2, Former
Phone: 522-1095
Gov. Cecil H. Underwood, ReScience - Humanities - Math
publican candidate for governor.

WMUl Will Air.
Candidates' Views

The touring company of 55
Broadway performers is headed
by Jules Munshin and Joan Eastman. Munshin portrays the sly,
cunning symbol of corruption,
Fagin, who trains a band of English urchins in the art of picking
pockets. Miss Eastman plays
Nancy, the equivalent of a 19th
century gun moll. Young Christ-

~lpba ~oust

THE CUMBERLAND SINGERS

Times for airing
will be 6:30 p.m.

interviews
ROYAL -

COLE -

SMITH CORONAS - UNDER.WOODS
REMINGTONS - OLYMPIAS

OLIVE'ITI -

VOSS

&entals $4.M Mo. (S Mo.)

Semce-Tbls Cllpplnr wortb SUI
on Typewriter Tlllle-ap

CRUTCHER
BUSINESS ·MACHINES
1'701 5th An.

"DACRON"•
makes
the
_campus
scene
with Higgins and the
combination is Big On
Any Campu_s. Tailored
in traditional Yale and
Trim Fit models of 65%
" Dacron"* polyester
-35% combed cotton
for wrinkleless neat
looks and carefree wear,
at ~iner Stores everywhere.
•Dupont's registered
trademark

Phone JA 5-1171

HuntlD,ton, W. VL

WIGGINS
16th Street Bar-8-Q
ONLY AT WIGGIN'S . . . . . .
MUMS FOR HOMECOMING

will be sold by the Independent Student Association in the
Student Union till 5 p.m. today.

100% PURE BEEF LITTLE BURGERS
MILKSHAKES IN ANY FLAVOR 19c

12c

JtntstJ?J\ Lta.
1531 F'OUATH AVE. •
HUNTINCITON, W, VA.
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BAM Pledges
,J6 At Meeting;
More Expected
Wes Callender, mine product's
manager of H. K. Porter Steel
Co., was guest speaker at an Oct.
14 meeting of .the Beta Alpha
Mu, businessmen's fraternity. His
topic was, "Sales A s p e c t s of
Am e rican Business," but his
major emphasis was on interna•
tional afairs.
This meeting was the begin•
ning of the Beta Alpha Mu rwhee
p a r t i e s. F reshmen and sopho•
mores majoring in any phase of
business administration are invited to attend these meetings.
During the meeting 16 men
pledged and more are expected
to join.
T hose pledging were: John
Wideman, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
junior; Ron Cohen, Wheeling
junior; Craig Wolverton, Char•
leston sophomore; Gary Rambacker, I r on ton, Ohio, junior;
Robert K ovbel, Wierton senior;
Steven H~nry, Wheeling senior,
ar.d Walter Wheatley, Barnesville, Ohio junior.
Also, J ames Mc Do, we 11, Catlettsburg, Ky., senior; Danny
Myers, Huntington junior; William Wooton, Beckley junior; G.
P. Adkins, Ha mlin junior ; Leroy
Little, Ironton, Ohio, junior; Edd ie Rambacker, Ironton, Ohio,
sophomore; Pete Donald, Huntington sophomore; Bruce Fori•
nash, Huntington senior, and Jim
Houghton, Huntington junior.

What's Next? 'Seat Louisville'
going diagonally across the card block, reading diagonally from
the upper and lower left side. Previously the card section had
only · worked out during one other game.

THE ROBE SPONSORED card section will perform at tomorrow's Homecoming game between Louisville and Marshall. This
photograph was taken at last Saturday's game between the Big
Green and Kentucky State College. The letters spell out " RAM"

There's something 'Special' about a . . .

Something very near perfection for
fashionable Marshall

\

s sketched ,
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5.00

U. Girls'.

and

7.95

Left: Man-tailored and man-taming ... impeccably de-

tailed and beguilingly styled. Wit h pleated bosom, a
spread collar to wear open or closed. two-button barrel
cuffs, plus Lady Manhattan contour shaping and
longer shirt tails that stay in place. Of no-iron Dacron
polyester and long staple cotton batiste-white, beige.
blue, 8 to 18. 7.95.
Far left: Shirt with the fresh young charm of a 'Tom-

-Anderson-Newcomb second
. floor sportswear

mie' collar, and roll-your· own .sleeves. Take your pick
of white, string, blue, brown, black, pink yellow,
camel, gold or green in the same luxury fabric, 8-20,
5.00.
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Rock 'N' Roll Featured

Homecoming Gala

Entertainment Set
I

Rock 'n' roll music will be the thing tomorrow night at the
Homecoming dance with three nationally known groups set to
appear at Memorial Field House. They are the Drifters, the
Bill Black Combo, and Maurice Williams and The Zodiacs.
Headlining the show will be the Drifters, who have enjoyed
10 years of popularity, tuntlng out hit after hit. Their most
recent No. 1 seller was "Under the Boardwalk." The followup
is a natural, "Sand in My Shoes."
In 1959 the popular vocal group was the first to use strings
and guitar with a rock 'n' roll beat behind it on their records.
"There Goes My Baby" zoomed to the top of the charts and
helped establish the Drifters · among the all-time gre~ts.
Maurice Williams and The Zodiacs hit the charts in 1960
with the still popular "Stay." The group is currently touring
the college circuit.
The versatile Bill Black Combo will provide music for both
groups. For four years the combo has enjoyed the popularity of
being rated among the top instrumental groups in the nation.
Black has the distinction of being the only bass player in the
his tory of modern American music to lead a musical group to such
phenomonal success with eight straight million-selling records.
The Field House dance is almost sure to be a sellout, according to John M. Sayre, director of development and alumni affairs.
Tickets are $5 per couple. The dance is designed for students,
but it is open to -the alumni.
The Howard Jennings Orchestra will play !or the annual
alumni dance at the Hotel Prichard in the main ballroom. The
time for both dances is 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

THE ZODIACS, with their lead vocalist, Maurice Williams, are
currently touring colleges all over the U.S. The group first
made the music charts in 1960 w·i th the song "Stay".

Leadership Fraternity Brings
Spirit And Tradition To MU
By KAREN WICKLINE
Staff Reporter
In 1953 a group of interested Marshall students decided that
something should be •done to promote more school spirit. These
students organized The Robe.
Si.n ee 1953, The Robe has come
The Robe is primarily a ba~ker
to be known as an honorary
leadership fraternity made up of of all sporting contests.
Last year, chances were sold
outstanding leaders on campus.
As stated in the preamble to 'the for a quilt in order to raise
Robe constitution, the purpose of money for the cheerleaders. At
the group is to " ... instill with- the begining of this semester the
in each student great pride in. Robe presented the cheerleaders
the heritage and accomplishments with $80.
Another project the organizaof its early fathers and an active
desire to further promote the in- tion plans is the placing of a
terests of Marshall University. cigar box to be filled with money
. . . only those students who are in the Dean of Men's Office.
unselfishly concerned with stu- This money is to be a loan to
dent needs and morale shall be any full time student. The loan
a part of the dynamic forc•e of project will be on the honor
system. A student may take the
·progr_e ss."
The Robe is an organization of amount of money which he needs
individuals of superior leaders);tip and merely sign a paper desigabilities and dedication. It is a nating the amount. He needs the
symbol of the devotion of Chief approval of no one, and may reJustice John Marshall to the ser- place the money in the cigar box
vice of his country, its people, at his own convenience. The box
and its laws. To the members of will at first contain $25 and dothe Robe, the group symbolizes nations may be given at any
devotion to the University, its time.
A well..,known tradition of the
traditions, and its students.
Robe is the tug-of-war held beA tradition is found in the
tween members of the organizaname of the organization itself.
tion and the freshman football
According- to this year's Robe ofteam that takes place during
ficers, the name was chosen bethe half-time of the first home
cause of the robes worn by John
varsity football game.
Marshall and the other chief jusThe Robe is an honorary bastices of the Supreme Court.
ed on participation and interest
In the past, Robe members in the University. High scholarhave striven to improve school ship is net a requirement, but
spirit by sponsoring pep rallies all members maintain at least a
before football games, and by 2. average. An outstanding feasending telegrams to the athletic ture of the organization is that
teams before each athletic event. even though scholarship is not
This year, the members serve as greatly stressed, the memib ers
row captains for the Greenback- had a quality point average of
3.1 at the end of last semester.
ers at home football games.

THE DRIFTERS will be one of the three featured groups at this· year's Homecoming dance tomorrow night at Memorial Field .House. The headliners for the dance, the group just recently
was acclaimed in modern music circles for their best-seller, "Under the Boardwalk." The group
was the first to use strings and guitar with a rock 'n' roll beat.
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What Does Sociologist Think?

Nickname Must Have'Motion And Sound'
By DAVE PEYTON
Feature Writer
How is Sam the Ram like a totem pole?
No, it's not a riddle, but it may be that there is
more similarity than expected. And, according to
Dr. Norman 0. Simpkins, professor of sociology, we
of the "atomic age" are not far removed from primitive societies as we think.
Dr. Simpkins, in a recent interview, pointed out
that Sam the Ram is a "collective , representation
totem", and so is fue name "Thundering Herd", but,
the MU nickname of "The Big Green" is not the
•b est totem: in the world.
The definition of a totem is hard to explain, but
in as short a definition as possible, it is a symbol,
used by a group as .a unifying agent.
In the dark ages of American history, the unifyIng agent used was always an animal. Dr. Simpkins
said that more than one-half of all American Indian
tribes divided themselves into clans add assigned an
animal name to the clan. There were, for example,
the deer clans and the bear clans. From these syin~
bols, the Indians would develop the image of this
animal. The Beer was fleet of foot and the bear
was mighty and powerful.
Even today, Boy Scout troops are divided into
"patrols" which are named after animals such as
the wolf, deer, and bear.
From the image constructed by the Indian clan

came a unifying symbol-a symbol that would give
the group a feeling of oneness.
"You can call it what you like," . Dr. Simpkins
said, ''but whatever you may call Sam the Ram or
the Big Green or the Thundering Herd, it is basically the assigning of a symbol to a clan-the same
thing ·that the American Indians did."
Dr. Simpkins said that this may be the explanation for exactly why the revival in the interest in an
animal for a nickname.
Be said that In the past the Thundering Herd
was a very good animal symbol. It suggested all
kinds of things, such as power and the rumbling of a
stampede-a rather good symbol, even In the best of
Indian circles. Then, according to Dr. Simpkins,
tblnp got very bad for the Herd and another sociological peculiarity appeared on the scene.
"Among Navaho lndianas," Dr. Simpkins said,
"there is an old custom. Say an Indian by the name
of John Jones hit a streak of bad luck. Well, he
would simply change his name, thinking that his
unfortunate conditio.n had something to ·do with the
name he had. From then on, he would be Sam
Smith."
And so, it could be that the change of namesfrom
the Thundering Herd to the Big Green was an attempt to rid the campus of "evil omens." And from
some of the unfortunate luck in the past on the part
of "Big Green" football and baskett>all teams, the

change suggested now might be another move to rid
the campus again of bad luck. .
But there may be another reason for wantlns to
change the name. Dr, Simpkins said that the words
"Big Green" do not denote animal characteristics or
animal action. After all, an Indian tribe would have
laughed if the name of their clan bad been "The
Big Green".
"It's simply two adjectives strung together with
a very poor noun," Prof. Simpkins commented.
He said a "totem" doesn't have to necessarily be
an animal, just have animal characteristics. "Look
at Georgia Tech. I saw one of their games once and
they had an old car for a totem. There was motion
and sound to the car. Motion and sound are animal
characteristics."
Professor Simpkins also said that this "collective
representation" by animals also carries over even
Into automobiles with the naming of can after some
type of animal or bird.
And so, it seems that according to the animal
theory, the words "Big Green" are not good. Tnere
is no animal motion or animal sound to it. It might
be that a ram named Sam: niight be Marshall's next
"totem" or that the "clan" might return to their old
totem of the "Thundering Herd". Perhaps, all efforts
to change the name will fail and· once again the
"tribe" will be happy with their old totem, "Big
Green".

The Changing Scene

Work To Begin In 1965
On Two New Buildings
By THOM CLINE
Staff Reporter
Next year's Homecoming activities will find the Marshall
University campus in somewhat of a disheveled state, due to construction, since the university recently was given authority to
issue revenue bonds not to exceed $5,700,000 to build and renovate
and to buy more land.
Already being renovated and
nearly ready for use is Old Main entrance on the same level as
Auditorium. Work on this pro- Old Main.
The third floor will contain
ject started this summer with
the reconstruction of the ceiling, the Journalism and History Denew interior lighting, refurnish- partments.
The Language Department will
ing of the al,lditorium with carpeting in the aisles, new seating, be on the fourth floor, and will
include a language laboratory
and air conditioning.
· University Hall, previously a with a Cai)acity for 100 students.
On the fifth floor there will
women's dormitory, is being converted in to classrooms and offices be the Sociology Department and
since the opening of the New the Mathematics Department,
with computer and calculator
Residence Hall for Women.
In June, preliminary plans for rooms for use •b y each group.
The sixth floor will be for the
two new buildings were approved by the State Board of Educa- Art Department.
As the s t u d e n t enters the
tion, with the total cost set at
seventh floor, reserved for faculty
nearly $3.7 million.
Planned for use by Septem- offices, he will be meet by a reber, 1966, the three-story music ceptionist in a lounge. This recepbuilding and the seyen and one- tionist will call the adviser the
half story classroom will be lo- student wishes to see and will
cated on the southwest corner of direct him to the correct office.
The eighth lev'e l, or roof level,
the campus where the ROTC
of the building will house a facdrill field Is now.
Included in the music building ulty garden-lounge overlooking
will be classrooms, l i s t e n i n g the campus. The other side of the
rooms, practice rooms, and of- roof will be used for open-air
fices. A 450-seat concert hall will painting by the Art Department.
Each of the floors from the
also be located in this building.
The seven and one-half story second up will be connected by
classroom building, to be con- stairs and escalators. This will be
nected to the music· building by the first classroom building in the
a student lounge area, will house United States to have escalators,
the Speech Department on the according to Dr. · Harold E. Walfirst floor. Entrance to this area ekr, vice president of academic
will be from Third Avenue. A affairs.
Although the escalator service
special speech' correction clinic,
planned for community service is for student use, it is for use in
as well as1 for university pur- one direction only-up.
Underground parking for 93
poses, will also be on this level.
The second floor will house cars will be provided under both
the remainder of the Speech De- buildings.
The two connected structures,
partment and the Journalism
Department's Photography Lab- will be air-conditioned. The air( Continued on Page 4)
oratory. This floor will have an
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Co• mlsslo1 Plaas ffomecoml11 Adlrities
THE HOMECOMING COMMISSION Is plannlna- Miss MarsJiall ceremoules for ball-time at the
game. This will be the lint year the queen will be crowned at the game lnstetad of at the dance,
Members of the commission (seated, left to right) are: Ricki Henderson, Wllllamstown sophomore; Boward Welts, Scotch Plains, N. 1., senior; Sallie Rosellk, Hurricane juuior; and Carol
Smith, Charleston junior. Members standing are: Bruce Forinash, Huntington senior; Penny
Douglas, Charleston senior and committee coord lnator; ;John Sayre, administrative adviser; Penny
Nichols, Huntington Junior; Ree Frecka, Ironton junior, and ;Jenny Nagle, Huntington junior.

Cafeteria Plans Annual 'Food Fest'
In Union· Tomorrow For Alumni
By ;JUDY EVANS
Teachers College ;Journalist
Is the way to an alum's heart
through his stomach?
Ac c o rd i n g to William W.
Spotts, director of food service,
it certainly is. Plans have been
made for the annual "Food Fest",
from 5-7 p.m. tomorrow in the
Shawkey Student Union.
The dinner will feed approximately 250-400 graduates who
are expected to return to the
campus for Homecoming festivities, and will be served "chuck
wagon style" by the cafeteria
staff, including four dietitians,
It has been the tradition in
the past to prepare a banquet for
the visiting alumni; But this
year, in Mr. Si)otts' words, "a

whole leg of beef' will be fixed
buffet style, with everyone "digging in." This is the second year
the buffet has been used to cope
with the occasion.
When interviewed, Mr. Spotts,
who has been in charge of the
University Dining Hall for five
years, also discussed the effect
of the school's increlll!ed enrollment on the cafeteria. Some new
equipment was purchased this
year as part of an 11-year expansion plan for Marshall.
"Even with this in mind,'' Mr.
Spotts added, "there are some
foods we can't prepare because
of certain limitations in time
and other equipment."
To help alleviz.te .he growing

problem of long lunch lines Mr.
Spotts suggested staggered time
periods of 10-15 minutes, with
some students coming in and dining at 12, 12:10 or 12:15 p.m.,
and so on. The downstairs dining room is also open during
busy weekends. This will prevent
crowding the upstairs, since the
cafeteria in Men's Residence Hall
is not open for meals from Friday noon until Monday morning.
As a remincb!r to upperclass- ,
men and a forewarning to freshmen, Mr. Spotts s t res s e d the
policy that students are not to
come to the cafeterias 1mproperly
attired; this includes men in
sweat-shirts or tee-shirts and
women in slacks, shorts, and
curiers.
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Duke-MU Plan
Offers Degree
In Botany Field
Severa-I students have enrolled µi the forestry program begun
this semester in conjunction with
Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina, said Dr. E. L. Plymale,
professor of botany and faculty
adviser for the program.
Under the acreement a student may spend three years at
Marshall with · a bule science
backp-oand and two sacceedlnc
yean at D~e. At the end ot
the fourth year he may be ellclble for the bachelor ot science
decree with a major in botany
from Marshall and at the end ot
the fifth year ellclble tor the
master ot forestry decree from
Dake University,
In the fourth year a sufficient
number of hc.urs must be successfully completed at Duke to
total 128 when added to those
already completed at Marshall.
Marshall requires a q u a 1 i t y
point average of. 2.5 or higher for
the three y e a r s of on-campus
work. This, however, does not
mean that the student will be
accepted at Duke. Dr. Plymale
noted that Duke University has
simiiar forestry agreements with
a number of other schools and is
therefore in a position to accept
only the best students.
Dr. Plymale said, "l do not
want to discourage students from
enrolling in the forestry program. It is a good program".
Even it a. student ls not accepted at Dake, he la stlll encIble tor a decree in botany or a
related science fromi Marshall
after one additional year ot
study, Dr. Plymale commented.
Dr. J . Frank Bartlett, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
remarked, ''This is a good solid
program. I should like to see
more students get into it".
It is Dean Bartlett's opinion
that employment opportunities in
forestry will increase with each
passing year. "One main reason
is that timber as a resource is
now being harvested in a constructive manner,'' he said.

Rhodes Grant
Applications To

End On Nov. 4

The deadline for applications
for the Rhodes Scholarship has
been announced by Dr. A Mervin Tyson, chairman of the English Department, and institutional representative for Rhodes
Scholarships.
Applications for these scholarships to Oxford University in
England must be turned in to
the secretary of the state committee not later than Nov. 2.
To be eligible, a candidate
must (1) be a male citizens of the
United States with at least five
years' domicile and unmarried,
(2) be between the ages of 18
and 24 on Oct. 1, 1964, (3) by the
time of application have ·a t least
junior standing at some recog~
nized degree-granting college or
university in the United States,
and (4) receive official endorse:l ..: ,.. r ' \
ment of his college or university.
Besides these general requirements, there are other qualities
on which the selection committees will insist, such as literary
KENT BOYD, (left) , Huntington freshman, and Carlisle BowlinJ, Keystone senior, put an attend- and scholastic ability and atant's shell in place on the Queen's float. The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity is constructing the 36- tainments, moral force of charfoot long float this year, having won first place in last year's competition.
acter, and some definite quality
of distinction in intellect or
character.
Throughout the United States
there are only 32 scholarships
(Continued from Page ~)
The State Board of Education classroom buildlnp, two eym- assigned annually. The district
sold $10,000,000 worth of bonds nasiums, a library, tour dormi- to which West Virginia belongs
conditloninc unit, as well as the to finance building projects at tories, an honors house, a labor- includes five other states. Only
heatlnc unit, wlll be centrally Marshall and at eight other state atory school, a Campas Christian four Rhodes Scholars will be
located to serve both buildings institutions.
Center, two cafeterias, a student selected from this district.
and the James E. Morrow library
The value of a Rhodes Scholar•
Marshall, startinc out as a one- union, and two off-campus housaddition.
building campus in 183'1, has inc projects for married students. ship is 900 pounds per year. ApAccording to Dr. Walker, it will made steady progress in campas
Besides the new buildings and pointment is lJ}ade for two years
be another four to six months construction since that time. This additions already approved, plans with a possible third year if the
before ground can be broken for year's Bomecominc festivities·, still call for more dormitory student'3 record at Oxford and
these two buildings.
Just 12'7 years later, find Mar- space, more parking area on cam- plan of study warrant such an
Early this month, a $1.5 mil- shall now a complex of five pus, and a new Student Union. award. No restriction is placed
lion library addition project reupon the student's c h o i c e of
ceived the State of Board of Edustudies.
cation's approval. The expansion
Copies of individual pamp,h lets
of the library was included in a
describing the several fields as
prospectus of campus developwell as application fomlS are
ment prepared by Marshall some
abtainable at Dr. Tyson's office,
time ago.
•
Carlos M o n to y a, renowned to come back again next year if Main 317A.
While the total cost of the
flemenco guitarist, received a arrangements can be made."
project is estimated at $1,500,000, standing ovation from the ConMantoya, who travels by plane,
the university will have to pro- vocation audience last Thursday. will tour the Southern United
vide $1,000,000 as a matching
-Montoya was the first Convo- States for the remainder of OctoGOLDFISH NAMED RAM
fund. This matching sum will cation artist to be received in ber. In November he will ,perMr. and Mrs. C. A. Bailey of be · provided from the special
Despite the fact that there are
this manner, according to Curtis form p r i m a r i l y o,n the West
2702¾ First Avenue, Huntington,
fewer veterans on campus this
have named their newly-acquir- university Capital Improvement's Baxter, professor of English and Coast.
·Mantoya, who performs almost year, the Veterans Mfairs Office
ed goldfish, RAM, in honor of Fund which was provided for director of Convocation.
In a brief interview, Montoya nine months out of the year, is still busy with projects. Joyce
by the 1963 legislature.
Marshall Homecoming.
r-____________..;______________, said, "I enjoy performing for travels throughout Europe, Asia Morris, Huntington senior and
students just as much as I do for and North and South America. Veterans clerk is swamped with
clerical work devoted to war
all other audiences."
He has residences in New York orphans and draft deferrments.
His performance T h u rs d a y
City, Paris and his n a ti v e
Very few veterans are now atmarked the second time he has
tentting Marshall since the Korappeared at Marshall. The guitar- Madrid.
During the first part of the ean GI Bill will no longer be
ist remarked, "I hope I am able
program Mantoya played "Ma- effective after January, 1965. This
bill paid Korean War veterans
laguena Antigua," "A i r es Cu- $110 a month for educational
banos," "Zambra," "Saeta", and expanses.
"Solea-Cana".
Raymond Cumberledge, assisThe second portion of his per- tant registrar and veterans adThe Marshall University ROTC
viser, explained Marshall's war
Battalion, composed of 269 ca- formance i n c l u d e d "Fiesta," orphans policy. An application
dets, will .m arch in the Home- "Cafe de Chinitas,'' "Aires de must be completed for each war
coming parade on October 24, Castilla," "Farruca,'' "Alegrias- orphan and sent to the Veterans
according to Captain Henry M. Rosa,'' and "Malaguena."
Administration. The V.A. must
Vosbein, co-ordin·a tor for the
authorize the student's eligibility
RO'J'C Homecoming activities.
to receive funds for college edu. 1962 MISS MU BEBE
Student Discount Prices
The ROTC color guard will
cation. He is then a s s i g n e d a
raise and lower the flag at the
Mrs. Ron Franciose, the form- counselor who works with him
game.
er Brenda Keys and Miss Mar- throughout his s c h o o 1 i n g. A
No special activities are plan- shall of 1962, will attend the monthly report is sent in to the
ned by the Pershing Rifles MiliV.A. on each war orphan, re525-4261
1825 3rd .Ave.
tary Honorary or the Counter- Homecoming festivities this year. porting his number of hours,
Guerrila Platoon, but on ROO'C She and her husband now reside class attendance, and study habits.
day October 31, both units will in Toledo, Ohio, were she teaches
The Veterans Affairs office
present half-time manuevers.
school.
also handles draft deferrments.
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Tlrer're Worilng On Queen's float

University Continues To Progress

Montoya Gains Huge Ovation

In Convocation Performance

Veterans Affairs
Office Is Swamped

Just er.-gla
TIME to
take my

Laundry
to

MOORE'S

MOOR£1S LAUNDROMAT

269 Cadets March
In Feature Parade
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MU's Enrollment

Going Up, Up, Up!
By RUSSELL SCOTT
Staff Reporter
Each year Homecoming activities at Marshall grow larger and
. each year alumni return to a larger student body than the previous
year. The reason is simple: enrollment at Marshall is increasing
every year.
This growth can be looked upon as a healthy sign, for an
institution of learning that does not grow larger will slowly
deteriorate.
Going back to the first semester of the 1961-62 school year, m1n1mum of 7,600 and could go
total enrollment, including grad- as high as 8,000. Mr. Collins also
uate students, was 4,459. The fol- said that an increase in admislowing year only a slight rise sions of 10 per cent each year is
·
was experienced and the enroll- expected.
Teachers College has remained
ment climbed to 4,492. Neither
of these figures include those the largest college on campus TmS MURAL in Old Main was painted by Mrs. Barbara Blumberg (left), wife of Dr. Allen
students in extension classes who despite the fact that since 1961, Blumberr, associate professor of education, as part of'her work toward a master's de_g ree In art.
Arts and Sciences has never been
numbered about 300 students.
During .this period Teachers more than 182 students behind.
College and the College of Arts Graduate School is the third
' and Sciences showed gains, but largest with App 1 i e d Science
there was a slight decrease in close behind.
By SANDRA L. LILLY
chose as her theme the oppor- training offered no actual job
Cited
the main reason why
th number of students in the
Teachers
Collere
Journalist
tunities offered the unemployed after the trainee had finished his
College of Applied Science and Marshall, as well as colleres and
Tired youth and hope for the and deprived of West Virginia. course at the center. Yet there
'universities
t
h
r
o
u
r
h
o
u
t
the
in Graduate School.
future is the theme of a mural
The subject of the mural was is a feeling that something is
For the tint semester of 1963- country, are experiencing this
painting
by
Mrs.
Barbara
BlumMrs.
Blumberg's ch O ice. She going on around these people
64 all colleres reported rains upsurre in enrollment is the fact
sought to record the typical West and there could be activity in the
the enrollment rose to 4,748. that the "holdinr power'' of hlrh berg.
The 5 by 8-foot mural is on Virginia family-husband, wife, depressed areas."
The blrhest per cent rain for 1,chools is p-eater than ever bethe
east end of the third floor of and six children-who have left
She went on to discuss the
that semester occurred in the fore. This means that more and
Old
Main.
the
wasteland
of
thehills
and
family
of eight portrayed in her
Graduate School where enroll- more .students are rraduatinr
Mrs.
Blumberg
completed
the
wait
hopefully
for
the
Area
Remural.
"You sense the lack of
ment climbed from 422 to 545- from high school.
.
mural after a semester's work, for training Program to give them emotion in· the placid face of the
Also,
the
government
1s
maka 29 per cent increase.
a master's degree in art at Mar- new life. The mural had to show young mother and the asking in
An increase in enrollment has ing available much more money shall under Dr. Arthur Carpen- t h r u g h placement, size, and the father's. These passive peoO
for
education
than
it
has
in
the
taken place for the current seter, chairman of the Arti Depart- color, the successful areas of ple see no just cause to arouse
mester. Again, as in the previous past. This is giving those stument.
training and those of 1 es 5 er them. It's as if the whole family
year, all colleges showed gains. dents, who otherwise would not
Mrs. Blumberg is the wife of value.
peers out yet does not fight for
The total number of students have the chance, the opportunity Dr. A 11 e n Blumb erg, associate
B
b
. "I .
a brighter future."
to
obtain
a
college
education.
in the four colleges is 5,243. With
professor of education. Because
Mrs. lum erg said, t 15 not
For a look at an artist's conthe addition of the branches at
So, as Marshall· grows, so does of their vast work and interest a happy mural, nor was it intend- -. ception of depressed Appalacl1ia,
Logan and Williamson and the its activities. With this year's jn rehabilitation, Mrs. Blumberg ed to be, for much of the re- go to the third floor of Old Main.
inclusion of those students in Homecoming celebration expect- ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
extension courses, the total en- ed to be the biggest ever, and
rollment has reached more than with this year's enrollment setting a record for the University,
6,000 students.
Paul Collins, director of ad- there is only optimism when one
missions, predicted that by 1970 talks about the future of Martotal enrollment will reach a shall University.

Mural Of Depressed. Are~ Family

as

and

Frats Extend Welcome
To Alums And Friends
By CECIL D. WATTS
Feature Writer
Buffet dinners, open houses, float building parties, a brunch for
alumni wives, a·n d a founder's day dinner are scheduled as Marshall's fraternities welcome back their alumni for Homecoming
Weekend.
Alpha Slrma Phi will open
niscences on Marshall's Campus".
the doors of their home at 1615
Lambda Chi Alpha will have
Sixth Ave. with · an open house
a queen's float building party
and a buffet dinner for alumni
tonight and a buffet dinner for
and guests after the game toalumni and guests after the game
morrow.
tomorrow.
Kappa Alpha will have a float
Brothers of Pl Kappa Alpha
building party tonight for the will ha~ an open hause immedibrothers and their dates and an ately after the game tomorrow.
open house tomorrow after the
Slrma Alpha Epsilon will have
game.
their 11th anniversary Founder's
The homecoming activities of Day Dinner, sponsored by the
Kappa Alpha Psi will feature a Mother's of Minerva, tomorrow
decorated car and a song fest at after the game.
the ODK Circle following . the
Sigma Phi Epsilon will have
game. The theme will be "Remia brunch for alumni wives and
an alumni .me e t i n g tomorrow
TO CONSTRUCT FLOAT
morning. After the game there
New Men's Residence Ha 11 will be a buffet dinner and open
will be the only dormitory rep- house for alumni and guests.
resented by float in the HomeTau Kappa Epsilon men will
coming Parade, according to Jim
have open house for alumni and
Thompson, homecoming fl o a t
guests following the game.
co-ordinator.
Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau and
Major' p 1 a n s for the float, their dates will ha ve a float
which will be the dormitory's launching party tonight. After
first entry, were completed at a the game tomorrow there will be ·
committee meeting held in the an open house and buffet dinner
for alumni and guests.
dorm lounge last week. ,

a

•I

'Chap Stick' goes along!
"With today's heavy schedules," says this
Yankee ace, "I just can't sneak in_much golf
during the ball season. So I don't really hit the
courses till October. The weather's cool, and
that's trouble for my lips. To soothe them, I

r71~~~
r~ffffll

A favorite '·

In Canada

always use 'Chap Stick'. It takes away that
uncomfortable, dry feeling- helps heal sore
lips fast-summer or winter. With 'Chap Stick'
along- on the diamond or golf course-I don't
worry about my lips, just my game !"

@~ijl::::

· ; The lip balm selected
· • for use by the
•• U. S. Olympic Team.

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN - WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
' CHAP STICK' IS U G . TM @ 1'6 4 M 0 1t10 N M FG .

co1t,.,

LYNCHIURG, \/A.
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Here's What Louisville Will Face Oi

18th Birthday
By RICK EDWARDS
als for the United States, they
Sports Co-Editor
were: Dick Wilson, a T oledo
The Mid-American Conferwrestler, a bronge medal; Les
ence is celebrating its 18th
Carney, Ohio U. sprinte r, a
anniversary this year.
bronze medal; and Bill MilliBack in 1946 the MAC had
ken, Miami swimmer, a gold
only five m embers, as commedal in the 200 meters breastpared to seven in 1964, and of
stroke.
the original charter members,
This year in the Olympics
Butle r University, the Univerthe MAC is represented by
sity of Cincinnati, Ohio UniMiami's Bob Schul, a track
versity, Wayne University, and
star, who has just won a gold
Western Reserve University,
medal.
only Ohio U. remains .
. In 194'7 Western Michigan
Last ye
the MAC had two
and Miami Unive rs ity of .Ohio I of_,_the top ten_rushers in colwere added when Wayn{ ~P.'- ' leg1ate, f~otballr Jack Mahone,
ped the league. Toledo U~ *r :..V Mars~,a~ fleet ~alfback was
sity was the next tea?,Y~ l • f--, fou
in t?e nation, and Jim
admission in 1950, wh~
1.itler
, U>ert, OU s star was ranked
withdrew. Then in 1951 ~~
-~enfu.
State was added, and i 1iij~
Bowling Green Sta te un}ver- •. of professional athletes, and in
sity and Marsha-11 College oitr-'
the pro football ranks especied the MAC. Cincinnati left
alll.
the conference in 1954 t a-nd ,. •· MU bas bad 13 players make
1
Wes tern Reserve withdrew in
tbeir mark in professional foot1955.
t
~U. They are: Bob Adkins,
At the end of each schoo
G~en Bay P a ck e rs; Jackie
year the MAC awards a Con-'6 Dant, Chic ago Bears; Jim
ference AU-Sports Trophy, do- l Ptu,rcy, Chicago Rockets; Ed
noted to the league in 1958 by I VJ.!u.ski, Cleveland Bro w n s;
the Bowling Green Sentinel
N.or~ W i I 1 e y, Philadelphia
Tri bun e and radio station
Eagles; Frank Gatski, CleveWFOB of Fostora, Ohio. ,The
JaJld Browns and Detroit Lions;
university whose teams h; ve ""~ y .Dunlap, Chicago Cardiranked the highest in every
nals; Len HeUyer, Cleveland
sport throughout the year wins
Browns; Wilson Lathan, Boston
the trophy. The past winners
Patriots; Rudy Columbo, Washof this award have been Bowlington Redskins; Rucker Wicking Green (1959), Ohio U.
line, Detroit L i o n s; Millard
(1960-61), Western Michigan
Fleming, Ottawa Roughriders;
(1962), and Ohio U. (1963-64).
and Dixon Edwards, Ottawa
· Jim Cure, Marshall's , great
Roughriders.
All-MAC e nd, has been in the
Marshall has also made its
top 10 pass r eceivers in the
mark in the MAC in other
nation for the past two seasons.
fields besides football. Take
Last year's MAC basketball
basketball for example, Marchampions, Ohio U ., defeated
shall won the MAC crown in
the University of Kentucky,
basketball in 1956, and the
the nation's fourth ranked
MAC wHl never forget MU
team, in the quarter-finals of
players like H al Greer, Bob
the NCAA BasketbaU ChamBurgess, Charlie Slack , Cebe
pionship to win national recogPrice, S onny Allen, J ohn Milnition for the MAC and for
hoan, and two of the greatest
the Bobcats.
All-Americans the MAC will
In the 1960 Olympic Games
Walt Walowac and
three MAC athletes won med-

'l'HE OFFENSIVE UNIT ' of Marshan stands ready for Saturday's tilt with Louisville. Pictured
left to right on the line are senior end Jim Cure, junior tackle Bill Bobbitt, sophomore guard
Dennis Miller, junior center Tom Good, senior guard Bill Winter, junior tackle Fred Anderson

and senior end
senior fullback
Anderson was h

Views Vary On Plan To Ch~;;g;
B:, TIM MASSEY
Sports Co-Editor
Marshall athletic teams have been officially nicknamed the
Big Green since 1958 but unofficially the nickname has been
with them since the turn of the 20th century.
Big Green was chosen after many years of controversy by
the vote of the student body in 1958. The vote was deemed
necessary to decide whether Big Green or Thundering l'lerd
was more appropriate as a Marshall nickname.
Both names had been used by the press since the early
l-920's and the vote was to make one official.
The late Duke Rldrley, sports editor of the Buntln.Jton
' Herald-Dispatch, Is credited with calllnr Marshall teams the
Thunderlnr Herd, reportedly a named used in one of Zane Grey's
novels of the old west. Rldrley Is also credited wtlh naminf
Huntington Hlrh School teams the Pon:, Express.
Fred Burns, a Marshall graduate and now executive sports
editor of the Huntington daily newspapers, says Big Green was
Marshall's nickname as early as 1916. Some newspapers used
Green and White during the 1930s. However, no one specific
name -h as had a complete dominance on the sports pages. Even
now Marshall teams are referred to as the Herd at times. To
absolve the issue again, President Stewart H. Smith has appointed
ce committee to suggest a permanent nickname.
John M. Sayre, director of development and alumni affairs,
s3:ys. "A move is now under way to once and for all resolve a

omecommg or t ese sop omores.
they have two _more years of eligibility. They are: Seated (L-R) Herb Young, William Jackson,
John Land, Mike Patterson, Eugene GatreH, Ken Simpson; standing, Andy Socha, John Rowe,
Lou Henry, Curtis Keesee, James Mandeville, and Dennis Miller.

nickname after a period of uncertainty. There has be
that the teams need a more appropriate nickname
Green' denotes no action llnd is not symbolic."
In an effort to incorporate a more symboll<
Leonard Samworth, a promlnant Huntington busin
a past president of the Manhall Alumni Assoclatlo
chased a ram from Greenbrier County. The suneste
therefore, ls Rams and the "sugrested" mucot has
Sam. Ram is said to represent the theme of "Ba
Marshall."

In 1958, a group of Marshall students bought a
suggested mascot for the name Green Gobblers but
name nor the gobbler was adopted.
Bums says a move was under way to bring a biso
in the 1920's but it didn't materialize. There was ali
vote for a permanent name in 1955 and several others
place during the years. Big Green has stuck through
Associated Press writer George Hanna, a Marsh1
wrote a satirical story on the nickname move recentlJ
used by the Charleston Gazette.
·
The story reported that a move was under way tc
nickname to something more appropriate and the c:
graphs read:
''The little ram (yes, the fleece is white as snow)
bought recently in Greenlbrier County. The Parthenc
student newspap~r sa~s Sam is .a "suggested" mascot.

THESE JUN;'0RS I RE next year's seniors. This year they have adc
tack. They are : Seated (L-R) Ray Henderson, Howle Lee Miller,
Bill Bobbitt, Gary Marvin; standing, George Cyrus, Alex Sansosti,
Charles Adrian, Ron Minard, and David Arritt.

OBER 23, 1964
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le Will Face Offensively Tomorrow

1lsville. Pictured
ophomore guard
Fred Anderson
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Big Green Girds~
For Tough Foe·s
Bettering last season's 5-4-1
sons, pulled off another of his
record will be a difficult task
,patented 1 ,on g punt-return
for Marshall's football forces
scampers. Midway in the secbut C o a c h Charlie Snydyer
ond period, Coyer snared a
thinks his present squad is up
Toledo punt and raced 79 yards
to the assignment.
for the score. Fullback Dave
"I'm not making any predicBoston put on the finishing
tions at this time," said Coach
touches in the third stanza
Snyder just before going into
when he scored from the five.
the Kentucky State contest.
Aga.i nst Buffalo the follow"We play our games from week
ing Saturday at Fairfield Stato week. All of our oppondium it was the offensive unit's
ents are tough but I f eel we
turn to take the bows.
can beat any of them .·pefore
Pruet&;f known primarily for
we go into that Par UI c:'lu 1 a r
his stJtii ,defensive
work, stun.
game."
, 1llfl!
nd .. the t~iting New Yorkers
A pre-season pick;,1o!.bf one _ Wjt,b ~cwl ~ectacular touchof the mos: successftil..1 Mar, 1 d~ p~ ,;£id run plays as the
shall teams m many yeats1_'t he;M~ B1g ,,16 ,
nipped Buffalo
Big Green now stands 2 "r "
T
the year.
) · 1 ,p
ls firs t touchdown
1
Arch-rival Morehead sh '~ . ,·
t ered 85-yards and his
ed the Snyder forces in tl(it~~•f
,.1.s(cti!,1! cover~ 55. In all, t~e
opener at Ashland, Ky., pull'fiit- · Beckle s e n 1 o r snagged six
out a narrow 6-0 victory. T . 1, ~ Mille~~-passes for a record 190
highly-touted passing combina- ' yard1 He was aw arded the
tion of quarterback Howie Lee
MA f Lineman-Of-The-Week
Miller to Jim Cure ~as stop- ,/ s~~tion for his performance.
ped cold.
,
r'
:,.~ iller r e tu r n e d to form,
Morehead, paced by the pass- 'F.::iifasting his 1962 total offense
ing of quarterback Mike Gott/
ecord of Boo Ham 1 in. ·He
fried, broke a scoreless dead,s s e d for 284 yards and
lock in the final stanza foUo~ ,>,' two touchdowns and climbed
ing a blocked punt. The clo~\'
into third place in the MAC
!Marshall got to the Moreh~fl
passing race. Cure was congoal line was the 32-yard line.
tained somewhat but managed
The second game proved to
to catch three passes, bringing
be even more frustrating than
his amazing career total · to 96
the first. Miami, ramrodded by
grabs-a Marshall and MAC
on,.e of the na tion's best quarrecord.
terbacks in Ernie Kellermann,
Coyer again pulled the deshut out the Big Green 21-0.
fensive play of the game, inAgain M i 11 e r had a bad
tercepting a two-point convernight, f:ompleting only four of . sion pass try by Buf.falo to kill
16 pass attempts. Cure broke
all hopes for the visitors.
o:it of his slump somewhat by
L ast Saturday, the Big Green
snagging three aerials for 40
downed previously unbeaten
yards.
Kentucky State College, 27-6.
Finally breaking a 14-quarMarsh a 11 will be out to
ter scoring drought the next
avenge a 27-14 defeat at the
Saturday night, the Big Green
·h ands of Louisville last season.
defensive unit sparkled in a
The remaining four games
pleasing 13-0 win over MAC
are all against MAC opponents
foe Toledo.
w e s t e r n Michigan, Bowling
Larry Co ye r, a defensive
Green, Kent State and Ohio
standout for the past two seaUniversity.
,

•

3

and senior end Bob Pruett. Backs standing in similar order are junior halfback Ray Henderson,
senior fullback Dave Boston, Junior quarterback Howie Miller and senior halfback Jack Mahone.
Anderson was hospitalized last week and is not expected to play tomorrow. Photo by Jim McDowell,
Puthenon photographer.

ro Change Marshall's Nickname

: after a period of uncertainty. There has been a feeling
teams need a more appropriate nickname, since 'Big
motes no action ~nd is not symbolic."

n effort to incorporate a more symbolic nickname,
Samworth, a promlnant Huntinrton businessman and
resident of the Marshall Alumni AssoclaUon, has purnm from Greenbrier County. The suggested nickname,
, ls Rams and the "sunested" mucot bu been called
'111 Is said to represent the theme of "Rally Around

"

158, a group of Marshall students bought a turkey as a
l mascot for the name Green Gobblers but neither the

: the gobbler was adopted.
s says a move was under way to bring a bison to campus
20's but it didn't materialize. There was also a student
i permanent name in 1955 and several others have taken
'Ing the years. Big Green has stuck through all of them.
:lated Press writer George Hanna, a Marshall graduate,
:atirical story on the nickname move recently and it was
the Charleston Gazette.
:tory reported that a move was under way to change the
to something more appropriate and the closing para:ad:
little ram (yes, the fleece is white as snow) named Sam
!Cently in Greenbrier .County. The Parthenon, Marshall
ewspap1:r sa~s Sam is.a "suggested" mascot.

Sam made his debut when Marshall met the Bulls of Buffalo.
With the acquisition of Sam, will Marshall teams become
known as the Rams? The opponents prefer Big Green.
Far from not suggesttng action, Big Green suggests a field of
Jolly green giants capable of riding the Bulls into the ground, roping the Broncos, treeing the Bobcats and corralling various and
sundry other livefltock. They don't have much success against
i:agles and Redskins.

But what can a ram do? Get fleeced?"
And what's wrong with Big .Green?
It bas been used for something like 45 years and it would
take that long for the name Big Green to fade out of thepicture.
To the many thousands of graduates and former students it would
always be Biit Green.

Alabama has colors of Crimson and white and is known as
the Crimson Tide; California is Blue and Gold and it is Golden
Bears; Colgate's coior is Maroon and the nickname is Red Raiders;
Cornell is Carnelian and White and the nickname is Big Red, to
name a few."
>During the last student poll in 1958, · some other names suggested were Galloping Green Ghosts and Thunderclads.
Whether Marshall's athletic teams will still be called the
Big Green in years to come may become ·subject to student and
alumni vote once more. It all depends on the findings of the
President's committee's findings.

year's seniors. This year they have added depth to the Big Green att) Ray Henderson, Howie Lee Miller, Clyde Owens, Fred Anderson,
standing, George Cyrus, Alex Sansosti, George Kosanovich, Tom Good,
d, and David Arritt.

l '.,.If.-:l
~,! ~~";

·i

/ pa

THTS WILL BE THE fin:il Homecoming game for these seniors (L-R): First Row seated-.Jlm
Brown, Larry Dezio, Jabo Willinns, Bill Win ter (co-c-:-ptain), L:irry Coyer, Bob Pruett, Jim
Cure (co-captain); Second row-John Bentley, Jim Lewis, Jack Mahone, Joe Wmis, Don VanMeter, Dave Boston, Bob Venters; Back row-Barry ?.orn, Jim ?erry, Howard Cunningham, Paul
Turman, Don Dixon, Doug Long, and Dennis Gerlach.
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Marshall As It Was 30 Years Ago

Truth Is Often Stranger Than . Fiction
By DAVE PEYTON
of the student body was intro•
Peature Writer
duced and rejected three time~
Institutions of higher learning by the representatives. It was
have always produced strange "affectionately" known as the
and o ft e n hilarious incidents. "share the graft bill".
The amendment, if p a s s e d,
But, Marshall seems to have
more than its share of the un.• would have established a threeusual people and incidents in man watchdog committee for the
treasurer of the council. In the
its past.
With the advent of Homecom- middle of the debate one evening each year, it's the custom to ing, someone killed the debate in
remember old times and those a very unusual way. It was dis•
events of past history that might covered that the College Council,
bring a chuckle from both alum• a faculty governing body, had
not approved any part of the
ni and students.
The era of the 1930's and constitution; therefore, all talk
1940's on Marshall's campus pro- of the set of laws was useless
duced incidents that were often until the constitution was ap'stranger than fiction' and fun- proved. What followed c o u l d
only be described as organized
nier than a comedy farce.
Take for instance the Student confusion, ending in approval of
Government. The years between the constitution (without the
the two wars were the shining "share the graft bill").
In 1938, shades of an lnqa.lsl•
hours for the "student council"
tion appeared on campus. As if
as it was then called.
From every side of the gov• not enoa,b controversy existed
erning body came cries of in- in the council, William NaDley,
a representative to the lepslative
efl'!ciency and mistrust.
Two, and often three, parties body, introduced a bill to estabsplit the government throughout lish a "Department of Prosecuthe late 193P's with some sur• tion." The responsibilities of the
body (wblcb sounds tbreatenlnr
prising moves.
AlthoaJb the old "S t a d en t enoarb), were araln forred In
Council" was formed In 19241, controversy, but when the defactional disputes did not ap- partment was activated, t b e I r
pear until 1935. Resentment rrew first act was to craclr. down on
o• all sides until the campalp book ateallnr on campus. DaJfor coancil president ID May of ton Casto was the bead of the
department.
1937.
To add to the heated debate
At that time, the die had been
cast and parties aligned. From in '38, the council started off in
these factional disputes came one September with a demand that
of the strangest platforms a can- the 1business manager, Rdbert
didate for president of the coun- Coakley, be relieved of his duties
"on the grounds of ineligibility".
cil has ever stood ·on.
Early in May, the platform The anti-independent progressive
writers for Ed Alridge produced groups clamored for 1his dismis•
a document which may go down sal. Coakley resigned.
On Nov. 4, the council made
in history. If elected, Aldridge
promised the following: a traf• an error that was to cause more
fie light at the intersection of controversy. The day of HomeSixteenth Street and F o u r t h coming arrived and, of all things,
Avenue, more fun for the stu• the c o u n c i l had neglected to
dent body, bigger dances oftener, name judges for the floats and
bus, boat and train trips for house decorations. Needless to
"away" football games, invita• say, trophies were not awarded
tions to Jean Harlow and Gypsy and some groups on campus were
Rose to attend th·e Centennial very displeased.
May of 1938, the time of the
Ball, exemption for all students
from final exams, bigger and Greek and Inde.Pendent caucuses,
louder swing sessions, two teach- was exciting to say the least.
ers in every classroom, make all There was a near riot, according
college night watchmen carry a to The Parthenon, in the Inde•
bell which will ring at every pendent Party caucus. Pete Barstep, more benches in shady cor- row, campaign manager .f or the
ners of the c·a mpus (with cush- party, stalked out of the meetions), open air classrooms in ing following a reibuff on a tenwarm weather, a Student Coun• tative slate of candidates and ·
cil that would be an entertain- threatened to resign as manager.
In those days the election proment committee, w e e k l y hay•
rides, dictatorial power for the cedure was different from toc a mp u s chief executive, and day's. Freshmen voted in the
finally, total abolition of faculty ping-pong room of the Student
interference with Student Gov- Union. Sophomores cast their
ballots in the "west room", while
ernment.
After UUlOIIDCin&' bis platform, juniors and seniors voted in the
Aldrid&'e Jave IIUI explanatory men's and ladies' lounges reremarlr.: "Inasmuch as Student spectively.
With the advent of the war, ·
Government bas been a farce
for the last three rean and will the tone of the council was a
contlnae to be under the present bit more subdued in favor of
system, I favor treatln&' it In a more serious things, but throughfarcical fashion. Let's all have out the conflict, campus capers
continued on a grand scale.
a Jood laa,b."
Some of the incidents of the.
The last laugh was on Aldridge. He lost to Herb Royer in 1930's and 1940's would make
Robert Ripley sit up and take
the May election.
Although the reasons for the notice.
The Ps1cbolo1:1 Department
dissention are shrouded in secrecy, the effect of the split show- was active In those da19. The
ed up in December of 1937. An blJ tblnr on campuses tbroarh•
amendment to the constitution oat the nation was the new "art"

of hypnotism. Dr. E. V. Bowen, a local cemetei_.v to give Richard the result was a sharp rap on
chairman of the Ps7cbolo11 De- his final resting place.
the arm · for the one who compartment, saccessfally bypnotls•
Laidler also bas suffered many mitted the foul deed. It is reed three students in a Wednes- other problems over the years. ported in The Parthenon of the
day assembly. Dr. Bowen told In 1945, tbe bot water was dis- .era that black and blue arm,
one subject to forret bis name rupted in tbe dorm and all tbe were prevalent.
after be was "brourbt back to coeds ,nre seen travellnJ to
H tbe rivalry between Welt
tbe world of tbe conscloaa". And, Bodies Ball for tbelr dally bab- VirJl:Dla UDlvenlty and Manball
trae to form, tbe subject couldn't ble bath (to all thOBe who mlrbt ls spirited now, the two a1JDNt
remember bJs name.
raise an eyebrow-Boqes Ball came to blows In the lnt'a. In
An ; xperiment in the Zoology was a women's dorm In 1946).
Febraary of 1937, tbe Atbelleam,
Department in 1936 could .be subIn 1941, the campus wonder WVU's newspaper, challensed
titled "The Eternal Insect". It was Doro thy Worcester. The West VlJ'(IDla to rid Uaelf of
seems that as a routine experi- freshman student was a palm "small colle,es sacb as Marment, Icaibod, a preying mantis, reader. Although she held an shall" and to concentrate on "the
was decapitated.
amateur status; she was con- unlvenlty".
·But Icabod, the headiess man- sidered quite correct in her preIt was found that in 1937, in
tis, lived. The next day he was dictions. One time, Miss Wor- an "unofficial poll", that most
still moving about on the desk cester predicted that three of men on ~ampus still wore gartop in the zoology lab. After her dorm mates would be sick ters, though one male student
checking several manuals, stu- simultaneously-the next Satu~- would only admit that he wore
dents found that the creature d·a y, all three came down with them on Sundays.
should have stopped all move• bad colds and were confined to
Prof.- Juan Fors of the Spanment shortly atter lasing his bed. Miss Wore.ester also told of ish department, said of the faahhead. Evidently, Icabod was un• one's past, though her "raison ion, "Women are like ho r a es
aware of this fact, because he d' etre" were really the future. when they don't wear hose."
moved and jufl}Ped for two days
Perhaps Miss Worcester caused
Yes. those were the 1ood old
without a head. F i n a 11 y, the others to worry about their fu. days on campus. In 1938, a surmantis died.
,
ture. If she did, perhaps one of vey was taken and it waa disDeath comes to all creatures, the outcomes of her tenure as covered that the avera1e atuand often causes much grief. In fortune teller was the "no-cuss" , dent spent $592 yearly on col1946, a goldfish in Laidley Hall club on campus !,n 1941. Original lege expenses. ;
went to that big blue-green ocean members of the group were Joe
Perhaps 20 years from now,
in the sky. For such a friend to Morecraft, Leonard "Zip" An- some journalist wlll 10 searching'
the women of Laidley Hall, the derson, A. D. Preston, Jim Wil- through 19" editions of The
only thing to do was to have a son, Gillis Olsen, Sylvester Wy- Parthenon and write u a lead,
funeral. Richard, the goldfish, lie, and Arthur Beaumont. The 'The en of the 1950'11 and 1960'1
was buried with all honors by rules of the organization were on Marshall's campua produced
about 15 coeds. There was mu- simple. If anyone in the organi- incidents that were 'stranger than
sic, an eulogy, mourners to fill zation was caught saying any- fiction' and often funnier than a
the benches, and a procession to .thing stronger than· "dearie me" comedy farce."

""Mr. Thomson .... pkase!"
Please tell me how you manage
to make me look so great on campus.
The only thing I can' t pass now
is a crowd of boys. Those vertical
stretch pants follow the
sleek line of most resistance.
And guarantee the least resistance
on campus. Then, total recovery
( only the pants, Mr. Thomson, not the boys) .
The reflex action of your
proportioned stretch pants
is second only- to the reflex action
·of that Psych major I've had my eye on.
And the fit! Mr. Thomson, please,
how did you get them to fit so well?
I adore you, Mr. Thomson!·
I

•
I
I

PRINC~S SHOP
911 Third Avenue
Huntington, W. VL

l

4
I
I

t

PLEASE SEND ~IE._ _ _ _ _ PAIR(S) O F
~IR . THO\1SON PANT S. STYLE =720 1/ 02. 55%
STRETCH NYLO N. 45% VIRGIN WOOL, IN:

0 PUKPLE
0 llEALL \' RED

O RUBYAT
O O LIVE GREEN

0
0

O
O
O

WII\TER E ~IEllAI.D
0RIC HT BLUE
0 fll lRJ\ISHE D COLD

BROWN
C REY
BLACK

PIW PO lrflON,ED SIZES:
=7201 SJ ~I 15'4" AND UNDER ) 6 TO 18 _ _
=72M ~1/T (5'5" .\ ND OVER ) II TO20 _ _
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
ADDRESS _ _ __ _ __

_

_

CITY _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
ST ATE _ _ __ __

_

_ __

ZIP CODE _

_

_
_

_

0

$13.00

•

C.O .D. 0 CHECK ENCLOSED AMT. $_ _
In those areas \Vhctt cicy or state taxes arc applicable,
add amount of tax to p rice listed.

·--------------------------------~
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Some Scenes From An Earlier Eral

TIMES REALLY NEVER CHANGE! If you think there's a parking problem now,
the situation wasn't any better back In 1926 when this photograph was taken. Ac-

BACK IN THE TWENTIES Old Main looked like this. This view

should bring back nostalgic memories to alumni returning for
the Homecoming activities tomorrow.

tually, If you'll look closely you may see one or more of the antique autos that
were used in last year's Homecommg parade.

NO, THEY'RE NOT surveying for the new multi-mtllion dollar classroom building about to k
constructed at Marshall. These coeds were among the first to undertake engineering counes at
Manhall way back when. The year'!' 1926. The coeds? From left, Miss Edith Robson of Huntington, Miss Virginia Johnson of Charleston, and l\_fiss Beatrice Eskew of Huntington.
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Activities Varied At Christian Center

THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, located at the corner of Fifth Avenue and
17th Street, is operated by nine denominations in the Huntington area. The center
was established by Huntington churches as a place for Marshall students to study,

engage in social activities -and worship. Among the many activities held in the
center is the International Club (photo at right) whose memben are foreign students on campus. The club participates i~ various activities throughout the year.

Christian Center Offers

Many Student Activities
By DIANNE MELROSE
Staf Reporter
The Campus Christian Center, sponsored by nine denominations provides for all students a place for academic study, religious activities and a social life.
Various interest groups are brought together at the center
on · an inter-denominational basis.
A choir has been organized to give religious expression in
music in campus worship. To be a member, all that is necessary
is to attend the rehearsals held each Tuesday from 4 to 5 p.m.
The Proctor Project is a program designed to provide recreational activity each Saturday for boys and girls ages 8-10, living
in the neighborhood of Marshall University. Marshall students
under the direction of Miss Kay Kloniger ~ork with these
students on Saturday mornings from 9 to 12 to teach them how
to get along with each other.
.
A rellpous arts festival will be held April 25 through May
10, 1965 to widen and deepen the interest of students in artistic
expressions of religious faith.
The deputations which are held provide students with an
opportunity to assist in the leadership of services at various
churches throughout the state. Dr. Elmer Dierks, director of the
center, is in charge of this group.
Study groups are held to enable the student to better understand the meaning of the Christian gospel for their lives. "Introduction 'to the Christian Faith" and ''The Extra-Ordinariness of
the Christian Faith," are topics of study for the first semester.
A library of magazines, books and reference works is located
in the Christian Center. Everyone is invited to use the resource
material and space for study. A large lounge is also available
for use.
Thursday evenings from 6 to 7 p.m. the Ecumenical programs
are held. Plays, debates, films and tape recordings are just a
few of the ways subjects such as "Alcoholism," "Pacificism," and
"Birth Control" are studied. All interested persons are invited
to attend these meetings.
An informal interdenominational social evening is held every
third Friday of the month .
. Each semester for thre~ days, studen~ and outstanding
leaders gather in a rustic setting to study and practice the principles of the Christian Faith. The Ecumenical Retreat this semester will be held on Nov. 6-7-8 at Spring Heights in Spencer,
W. Va. This is a conference for the entire student Christian
community at Marshall. The theme for the retreat is "The
-Unity of the Church of Jesus Christ" and the approximate
Cost is $8,
/
On Sunday, coffee and doughnuts are served at 9:30 a.m. and
are followed by the study class which is led by Robert Gay.
Throughout the year, men from various denominations representing seminll.ries and schools from all over the United States
will be guest speakers at the 11 a.m. ecumenical service. At 6
p.m. each Sunday a dinner is served which is followed by the
evening discussion classes.
The Campus Christian Center is open from 8 a.m. to 10:30
p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m.
on Sunday.
Dr. Dierks, Rev. Hardin King and Rev. William Villers are
available for consultation in the center from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

STUDY ROOMS are provided b7 the center as a service to the students. In addition, the center
maintains a library of material available to any student preparing a research paper. In addition
to this, the center has organized religious study groups concerning the relationship of man to
his religion and religion to society today.

THE PROCTOR PROJECT is another of the center-i.ponsored projects. In picture at left, Diana
Petty (left) and Patsy Parker (right) both Bun tington sophomores, show two youngsters how to
bake a cake. In picture at right, another young lady ponders over a problem in manipulation.
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Co-Op Teacher Program Reaches
Enrollment Of 41 In Six Semesters
By B. CARLISLE BOWLING
Teachers Collere Journalist
Only three vacancies in the
Marshall University Cooperative
Teacher Education Project-two
in English and one in mathematics-remain for the second semester, according to Hillard R.
Hoffman, assistant professor of
education and assistant director
of the program.
The project, entering its sixth
semester, was started .in 1962
with only 14 students pa~ticipating. S i n c e then the program
rapidly increased from a one
county (Mason) . operation, to a
three-county (Mason, Ca;bell, and
Kanawha) operation. The second
year saw 33 students participate.
Professor Hoffman said that
the number of students participating has reached a record total
this year-41. These 41 "teach-
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ers" are instructing a wide variety of subjects covering English, French, mathematics, social
studies, s c i e n c e, art, physical
education, and elementary education. He noted that these sub-·
jects vary from s e m e s t e r to
semester.
When asked about the success
of the program, Professor Hoffman said, "A full evaluation of
the program has not been completed; however, there is an incre~ing number of applicants, so
it would be safe to assume the
students are in favor of continuing the program." There are
no definite plans for expansion
of the program at this time, but
it is hoped the program can be
extended in the future.
Those students participating in
the program this semester are:
Cabell County-Lynne Lichten-

---------------------

Benedum Grant Aids ·1nstroctor
To Study West Virginia Ferns

stein, Huntington senior; Susan
I,.auer, Wierton s en i or; David
Groves, Huntington senior; Anne
Nelson, St. Albans senior; Richard Ambrose, Chester senior, and
Ernestine Capehart, Huntington
senior.
In Kanawha C o u n t y-Ruth
Meeker, Charleston senior; Robert Neely, Lewis<burg senior;
Daniel Jones, Oak Hill senior;
Gene Gilbert, Nitro senior; Marylin Steele, Omar senior, and
Janet Stone, Charleston senior.
In Mason County-Lawrence
Rogers, Cabin Creek s e n i o r;
Thomas Rose, Williamstown junior; Katherine Anglin, Huntington senior; Lavonna Mullins,
Webster Springs junior; James
Anglin, Huntington senior; Karen
Ferrell, Logan senior; Larry Sawyers, Huntington senior; Richard
Jefferson, Lesage senior; Gary
Satterfield, Pennsboro sen i o r;
Ruth· P. Sawyers, Point Pleasant
senior; Paulette Messinger, Gassaway senior, and Victoria Massey, Beckley junior.
Also, Patricia Malloy, Huntlnrton senior; Willard Woodring,
Hazelton, Pa., s e n I o r; Donald
Jenkins, Milton senior; Katherine
Frame, Richwood senior; Elizabeth Seymour, Point Pleasant
senior; Tim Ho Is claw, South
Charleston senior; Harry Hoffer,
Wheeling senior; Patricia Estep,
Huntington senior; Sharon Burton, Hamlin Junior; Judy Getty,
Point Pleasant senior; Wayne
Gibbeaut, Leon Junior; Drema
Green, Blm Junior; Janet Eshenaur, Pornt P le as ant senior;
Glenna Rutherford, Huntington
senior; Rebecca Buckner, Charleston senior; Charles Damron,
Lenore s,nior, and Ruth Butcher,
Branchland senior.
Those interested in the program should see Professor Hoffman, or Eric V. Core, associate
professor of education and director of the proj~ct.

By SUSAN . MARUSHI
Teachers College Journalist
James P. Gillespie, instructor in science, is writing a book
dealing with ferns of West Virginia, which he collected throughout the southern and eastern counties of this state during the
Eummer of 1963.
His studies and writings were
Mr. Gillespie cites v a r i o l.U
conducted through the aid of a
Marshall University Research examples of misconceptions of
Grant from the Benedum Foun- the fern. For instance, people
dation. Working steadily during once thought ferns were produced
the past months of ,June and by seeds which were invisible,
July, Mr. Gillespie was assisted and that if you carried them in
by Ed Pritchard, Proctorville, your pocket, you would be invisible too. Others thought they
Ohio, junior.
As yet, he has no title for his blossomed only once a year on
book, but a possi,ble suggestion St. John's Eve. If, on that night
might be "Ferns of West Vir- (June 24th) you held a pan or
plate un·der the ferns, it would
ginia."
In the book Mr. Gillespie will be possible to obtain some seeds.
attempt to list all known ferns Still others felt that these plants
of West Virginia, and where enabled you to talk with anithey're located in the hopes that mals and to discover the secrets
the book will serve as a refer- of nature. These misconceptions
ence for anyone interested in have since been corrected.
biology.
Ferns of this s t a t e •were
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
chosen because they have always
SERVICE
RENTALS SALES
been of interest to Mr. Gillespie,
and because he is of the opinion
$5.00 one month
that there is a great need for a
new book about West Virginia
$13.50 three months
ferns. The only other book ever
Rent applied to purchase
written about state ferns was
published in 1938.
tMr. Gillespie would like to
SPURLOCK'S INC.
continue his study of ferns be1318 .4th AVENUE
cause they are of value as food,
in floral arrangements, and for
enjoyment's sake.

$1,700 Cost Of Floats,
Signs, And Decorations
By BOB ROGERS
Staff Reporter
,Nineteen campus organizations have spent approximately
$1,700 on float~. house decorations, and welcome signs for Homecoming this year. Trophies will be awarded in each of these
three categories.
Lambda Chi Alpha will build the Queen's float because they
won the antique car competition at last year's Homecoming.
Float competition themes include: Sigma Phi Epsilon, "Marshall Rams Cardinals;" Pi Kappa Alpha, "Razµ and Send the
Cardinals' Feathers Flying;" Tau Kappa Epsilon, "Who Killed
the Cocky Cardinal?;" Sigma Alpha Epsilon, "MU Rams the
Door in 65;" Kappa Alpha, "Ram Deals the Cardinals a Dead
Man's Hand;" Zeta Beta Tau, "Cardinals Rally Around Marshall,
As Birds Bow;" Cavaliers, "Ram . the Cardinals ! ! Win Marshall! !" and New Men's Dorm, "Marshall Home of Intramurals."
House decoration themes are: Alpha Xi Delta, "The Rames
Rally Marco to Victory in '64 Defeating t):le Cardinals in a Landslide Score;" Delta ·Z eta "Cage Those Cardinals;" Sigma Kappa,
"carRAMba"; Sigma Sigma Sigma, "Sportscar Rally Around
Marshall;" Alpha Chi Omega, "Shuffle Those Cards and Deal
Them Out of the Game;" and New Women's Residence Hall,
"The Old and the New Welcome you."
Welcome sign themes are: Laidley Hall, "A Cozy Corner on
Campus-Laidley Hall Welcomes You;" Alpha Sigma Alpha, "Ram
Is in Town to Help Put Louisville Down." The Newman Club
and the German Club will also have welcome signs.

We can get it
for you Fr:tEEI
_wholesale!
We'll send you one full-size MENNEN
SPEED STICK DEODORANT free (but
only one per person-our supply is limited)
if you send us the coupon below with only
25; for postage and handling.
You'll enjoy the clean, fast, neat way-the
man's way-to all-day deodorant protection.
MENNEN SPEED STICK, the man-size
deodorant, goes on so wide it protects almost
3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track.
Goes on dry, too-no drip, mess or tackiness.
So be our guest-send for yours today.

@D

Museum Exhibits
Meteorites, Rocle
The Geology Museum, on the
third floor of Science Hall, is
the only one of its kind in West
Virginia. The m u s e u m, open
Monday through F r i d a y from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., contains exhibits of fossils, minerals, and
rocks, including m a n y special
displays. Orie display exhi>bits
rocks and minerals found in
West Virginia. Another explains
where coal is found and what
products are made from it.
An exhibit of meteorites, or
"shooting stars," that have fallen from outer space, is displayed
in a special collection.

\

MENNEN
FOR MEN

r----------I
co.,
I
THE SAFE WAY to stay alert II
without harmful stimulants

NoDoz™ keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDoz is faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habitforming. Next time mono ton

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets.
Another lint product of Grvn l1bor1torles.

THE MENNEN
Box 200 SS, Morristo~. N. J ___;~
Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick.
I enclose 25i for postage and handling.
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·Yeah, .Teaml Go • • • Go • • • Go ...

THE CHEERLEADERS for the game tomorrow afternoon are (left to right) Loretta Ufheil,
Huntington senior; Karen Agee, Huntington Junior; Judy Varnum, H11ntington junior; Lynda
Taylor (captain), Huntington senior; Betty Theis, Huntington sophomore; Sunny Sharp, Barboursville sophomore, and Betsy Rich, Huntington sophomore.

Big Green Cheerleaders To Sport
New Uniforms At Tomorrow~sTilt
By TERESA GOTHARD
Staff Reporter

;

The Big Green cheerleaders squad ' will be
sporting new uniforms at the Homecoming
game tomorrow afternoon. They will be wearing white-<pleated skirts, which were donated
by the Inter-Fraternity C o u n c i 1, and green
sweaters, provided for them by the Robe.
The cheerleaders will be using a new type
of cheer for the game-a shorter, brisker type
of cheer consisting of eight to ten words at the
most. Copies of the cheers will be passed out to
the students. They are to be centered around
the theme of Homecoming and Rally Arou nd
Marshall.
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity will be pasing out
shakers as gifts to the girls attending the game.
The flash card section is planning to function at the game and will be featuring moving
stunts.
The cheerleaders are trying to start a tradition with this Homecoming by h aving the
Freshman class build a bonfire at the pep
rally, to be held tonight. Each year it would
be the responsibility of the Frosh class to build
a bigger bonfire than had been built by the
Frosh class the year before.

After The Game Is Over

• • •

Alumni from far and near are arriving on campus for t he 39th
annual Marshall University Homecomin g. Many of these alumni
already belong to an alumni chapter close ·to them. Those who do
not may not be aware of a chapter close to them.
According to John Sayre, di- - - - - - - - - - - - - - rector of the Alumni Association,
The Huntington area list of
Marshall's alumni chapters now chapters and their presidents are:
total 42. Chapters are located in Belford, Carter Wild; Southside,
IO different states and one for- George Templin; Holswade, Dr.
eign country. There are 27 chap- James Phipps; East End, Nye
ters in West Virginia, wit h seven King; West Huntington, Ford
of these in the Huntington area. Blair; University Central, WilThe first ch apt e r organized liam Little; and Southeast chapwas the Logan County Chapter ter, Dr. Jack Traylor and Dr.
on Nov. 1, 1960, although the Joseph Chambers.
Mason County Chapter was the
Among the main purposes of
first one chartered. Their char- the alumni chapters is the genter was· received Nov. 28, 1960. eral aim to improve higher eduThe latest chapter to be form- cation by supporting t he univered was the Roanoke, Va., are& '>ity.
chap ter, w hi c h was organized
last Oct. 9. The most distant
chapter is located in Saigon, Vietnam. As of last fall, t here were
seven members of thi~ chapter.
Chapters 1 o c a t e d in other
states include the nearby states
diana, and the Washington, D. C.
:•i:,:: A_>·•••·
area. Those more distant are
RICHARD
of Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, InNew York, North Carolina,
Michigan and Florida.
·
PETER
West Virginia counties having
chapters nu m be r 19. Thes'~
chapters cover a re as such as
Marshall-Ohio counties, Nitr'lDunbar, Ceredo-Kenova, Charleston and South Charleston, St.
f'ANAVISION~
~•
-Albans, Milton and BarboursTCCHNICC)LOH• ~
~ville. Other county chapters are
.Logan, Jackson, Mingo, Lincoln,
PALACE
TODAY
Boone, Mercer, McDowell, PutMat. 2 - Eve~7 and 9:45
num,..:..._Wood
Fayette.
Delta Zeta sorori:y. Donna Lam •,__
_ _ _and
__
_:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,
bert, president, said that there
would also be a tea Sunday afternoon for their a lum~e and
the m e m b e r s of the sorority
honoring their F ounder's Day.
Kay Sage, president of Sigma
PRESCRIPI'ION SPF.clALIST
Kappa, said that h er sorori ~y
would not be having any organ824 20th St. - Huntin&1on, W. Va.
ized activities for their alumnae,
but that all sorority alumnae
OOMPIXI'E DRUG, COSMEI'lC,
would be· welcomed at th e house
BABY DEPARTMENTS
after the game.
Jane Holswade, president of
DIABETIC NEEDS
Sigma Sigma Sigma, said that
SCHOOL SUPPI..Im
sorority alumnae would be honHYPO-ALLERGENIC COSMETICS
ored at an open house following
the game. The open hou3e wU
Drtn-Up WlncJow - Free Dellverr
be mainly for alumnae and parPHONE 525-7618
ents, but · guests will be· welcomed.

Sororities To Entertain Alum.n ae
By KENNYLEE- BURGESS
Feature Writer
Although the ho us e decorations and signs are all finished
and the campaigning for queens
is over, Homecoming activities
are far from finished. There are
still many events that will take
place after the game tomorrow.
Out of six sororities on campus, five of them will be entertaining their alumnae, parents
and guests with organized affairs
and the other will be welcoming alumnae when they stop by
their house.
Charlotte Parsons, president of
Alpha Chi Omega, said her sorority will have an open house for
their alumnae after the game
tomorrow. This will last from

4-6 p.m.
Similarly entertaining t h e i r
a lumnae will be the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority with a tea
Saturday afternoon. According
to Donna Broom, president of
A 1 p h a S i g m 'a Alpha, there
are no plans for Sunday since
most of their girls live in the
dorm and the dorm activities
will be going on.
Alpha Xi Delta, having already
honored their pledge class with
an open h ouse last Sunday, will
hold a tea for their alumnae
Saturday. According to President
Becky McDaniels, the time of the
tea is still undecided.
Also h olding an open house
after the game for their alumnae,
parents and guests will be the

42 Alumni Chapters
Are Now Organized
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